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ABSTRACT
The coupling of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom in electron 
scattering from a homonuclear diatomic molecule has been studied using the 
frame transformation method in conjunction with the multichannel quantum 
defect theory (MQDT). Exploration of non-adiabatic effects resulting from 
large electron-molecule distances, resonances, and dissociation shows that the 
interconversion of energy between electronic and nuclear motion takes place 
mainly in the vicinity of the molecular target where the outermost electron 
couples strongly to the nuclei. MQDT enables us to describe these effects 
based on a body-frame quantum defect function, which can be obtained either 
from a short-range a6 initio calculation (using Born-Oppenheimer approxi­
mation) or by fitting to the experimental data. This function thus provides 
sufficient information to characterize wavefunctions in asymptotic regions 
where the elect ron-molecule system may decay into different fragments (ei­
ther the electron leaves the target, or else the two nuclei dissociate). The 
frame transformation method serves as a vehicle to convert the body-frame 
scattering parameter into laboratory-frame observables. We discuss two types 
of frame transformation methods for describing rovibrational coupling in this 
work. An energy-indepen dent frame transformation is shown to be accu­
rate enough to describe processes when the collision time of the scattering 
electron is negligible compared to the typical time for nuclear motion (i.e., 
when the energy dependence of the quantum defect is weak). In order to 
describe resonances (where the electron can be temporarily captured by the 
molecular target), we formulate an energy-dependent frame transformation
which explicitly includes the energy dependence in the frame transformation 
without invoking any electron-molecule compound states. Finally, we make 
a preliminary study of processes involving competition between ionization 
and dissociation. Short-range rovibrational coupling is shown to govern such 
processes as well, for one class of molecular photoabsorption processes.
C H A P T E R  1
INTRODUCTION
A molecular system has more degrees of freedom than  an atom . In 
addition to electronic excitations, a molecule can be rotationally and vibra- 
tionally excited. Moreover it can dissociate into two atomic fragm ents. The 
coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom makes the de­
scription of molecular spectra and scattering processes complicated. But this 
coupling generates much more interesting phenomena and richer spectra.
The Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation!I] has long been known to 
be a powerful tool for molecular problems. Separation of electronic and nu ­
clear motions is m ade possible by the large mass disparity (the nuclei are more 
than  a  thousand times heavier than the electrons). Since the interaction force 
between the electrons and the nuclei are of the same order of m agnitude, an 
electron moves much faster than  a  nuclus. In other words, the electronic mo­
tion is more sensitive to the instantaneous positions of the nuclei than  to  their 
velocity.[2,3] Thus the electronic eigenenergies and eigenfunctions can be de­
term ined first with the nuclei held fixed in space. Then the clamped-nuclei 
electronic energies (which depend param etrically on the nuclear coordinates) 
provide potentials in which the nuclei v ibrate and rotate. This adiabatic de­
scription of electronic and nuclear motion in molecular structure  calculations 
has also been adopted in the description of molecular scattering processes. 
In elect ron-molecule scattering, for instance, the so-called “adiabatic-nuclei
1
2approximation” [4,2] solves the scattering problem first at a fixed nuclear dis­
tance and orientation. The laboratory-frame scattering amplitude is then 
obtained by calculating matrix elements of the fixed-nuclei scattering ampli­
tude between initial and final rovibrational states.
While it is generally rather successful, this approximation breaks 
down in many circumstances.[2] Typical examples where this method fails 
are in the description of (1) a Rydberg molecule (where one electron is highly 
excited) or a low-energy electron-molecule scattering (where a very slow elec­
tron is incident on a molecular target); (2) a resonant scattering process 
(where the incident electron can be temporarily trapped in the vicinity of 
the molecular target); (3) an excitation of high vibrational states, includ­
ing dissociative processes; and (4) a scattering process dominated by strong 
anisotropic long-range force like the (r~a) dipole potential in electron scat­
tering from a polar molecule (where the outer electron exerts a torque on the 
molecular target even at large distances[5]).
The common feature in all of these failures of the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation is that the time scale of electronic motion becomes comparable 
to that of the nuclei. In the first example, the near-threshold electron can be 
found far away from the remaining molecular core. This outer electron moves 
so slowly that it is able to see the remaining core vibrate and rotate. This 
class of large-r breakdown (arising from large electron-core distances) consists 
of the most common non-adiabatic effect in electron-molecule scattering.[6] 
Resonant scattering[7] is another typical example. In this case, the collision 
time of the scattering electron becomes comparable to or even longer than 
the periods for nuclear rotation (>  1 0 1S sec) or vibration (>  10-14 sec).[2]
3In principle, all non- Born- Oppenheimer effects can be accounted for 
by including adiabatic and non-adiabatic corrections through a perturbation 
type treatment. Those correction terms involve evaluations of electronic ma­
trix elements such as <  /QR* > (where >  is the electronic
eigenfunction, and R  is the internudear distance for diatomic molecules). 
However, this conventional state-by-state treatment could be cumbersome in 
many applications. In a Rydberg molecule, for example, as the outer electron 
reaches the threshold, Rydberg series converging to different rovibrational 
thresholds of the core strongly overlap with each other, and the interaction 
becomes too complicated to be handled in a perturbative way. [8]
There have been many attempts to describe those non-adiabatic 
effect s. [2,3] The close coupling method takes the lead to describe the ef­
fects resulting from large-r or near threshold scattering, and also scattering 
from a polar molecule. [9] The laboratory-frame close coupling treatment ex­
pands the total wavefunction of the electron-core system in terms of the com­
plete Bet of eigenstates of the molecular core, leading to a system of coupled 
integro-differential equations for the outer electron radial wavefunctions.[2] 
Various sophisticated approximations have been developed and combined 
into the treatment to describe complicated static, exchange, and polarization 
interactions.[2] Although in principle this is an exact treatment, a practical 
difficulty arises when solving these close coupling equations in the core region 
where the scattering electron strongly couples to the nuclei. Different types 
of R-matrix methods) 10,11,12] have been developed to solve the inner region 
problem, taking advantage of the fact that all complications are confined 
within a finite region of space.
4Fano realized that the interaction between the scattering electron 
and the remaining core appears to be quite different depending on the dis­
tance between the outer electron and the core.[6] When the outer electron is 
close to the core (region A), the strong interaction tends to couple the angular 
momentum of the electron to the internuclear axis. The motion of this elec­
tron, like that of the target electrons, is more sensitive to the positions of the 
nuclei. In other words, the internuclear distance R  and the total electronic 
angular momentum component A along internuclear axis are well defined and 
approximately constants of the motion. The Born-Oppenheimer description 
is thus well justified in this region of space. As the electron moves out of this 
region, its angular momentum becomes less and less coupled to the inter­
nuclear axiB. Eventually, its motion can be regarded as decoupled from the 
rotations and vibrations of the remaining core. The angular momentum of 
the electron (/), the rotational angular momentum of the core (jV+), and the 
core vibrational state (v+) become good quantum numbers. The laboratory- 
frame close coupling expansion becomes effective in this region (region B). 
By dividing the configuration space of the outer electron into different re­
gions, the complexity of the problem is reduced. The scattering matrix and 
other experimental observables can be obtained by matching the outer re­
gion close-coupling solutions to the inner region Born-Oppenheimer solution 
at some suitably chosen radius. The body-frame scattering information is 
thus transformed into the laboratory-frame one.
Multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT)[13,14] provides the 
most natural framework to introduce the idea of frame transformation. The
5concept of the quantum  defect was originally developed to  describe atom ic 
Rydberg spectra. The interaction of the Rydberg electron with the residual 
atom ic core, however complicated, is characterized by a quantum  defect pi 
in the Rydberg energy formula (in a.u.): Eni = - Z 2/2(n  — m ) 2. The quan­
tum  defect thus measures the deviation of the interaction between the outer 
electron and the core from the interaction between the electron and a  point 
charge.[15]
The quantum  defect m ethod extends this idea further to  trea t con­
tinuum  states as well, thus providing a natural link between scattering sta tes 
and bound states. All the complicated interaction (static  and exchange in te r­
actions, for instance) between an outer electron and the remaining molecular 
core (or target) is confined within the reaction region (r < r0) enclosing the 
molecular target (r0 is usually several Bohr radii), see Fig. 1(a). When the 
electron is outside the reaction zone, it essentially moves in the  local and ap­
proxim ately central long-range Coulomb field of the rem aining core (or zero 
field for electron scattering from a neutral molecular target if polarization 
effects are negligible). All th a t the short-range interaction does is to con­
tribu te  a phase shift 6 or a quantum  defect p (/i is equal to 6 divided by ir) to 
the solution in the asym ptotic region, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The phaseshift 
or quantum  defect, containing information about the short-range in terac­
tion between the outer electron and the molecular core, is all one needs in 
the asym ptotic region to determ ine scattering properties or the bound energy 
levels. Description of the electron motion in the outer region is usually simple 
since the radial solutions in a long-range central field are known analytically 
in most cases.[15]
6(b)
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a molecule in a Rydberg state: an 
outer Rydberg electron (e) and the rem aining molecular ion (A /+); (b) Radial 
wavefunction of an electron in a continuum  state in the outer Coulomb region 
(r > r 0). Short-range interactions shift the wavefunction relative to the 
wavefunction in the pure Coulomb field.
7An advantage of this m ethod is th a t one has flexibility to use dif­
ferent representations of wavefunctions of the system  in different regions of 
space according to  the prevailing interaction in those regions.[6] The so-called 
eigenchannel representation (the short-range Ham iltonian of the system  is 
roughly diagonal in this representation[14)) is more appropriate in the in­
ner region because it treats the outer electron on an equal footing with all 
other core electrons. In the outer region, on the other hand, a fragm enta­
tion channel (or close-coupling) representation (expansion of wavefunctions 
in term s of complete target states) is desirable since the electron is well sep­
arated  from the rem aining target. W ith the help of the Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation, the inner region problem can be solved like most molecu­
lar structure  calculations. The resulting Born-Oppenheim er eigensolutions 
contain all the scattering information in the body-frame. This body-fram e 
scattering information can later be transform ed into the laboratory-fram e by 
frame transform ation methods.
Multichannel effects result from the fact tha t the remaining molec­
ular target can be left in an excited sta te  (electronically, and rovibrationally) 
after an electron collision. A fragm entation channel in MQDT is defined by 
specifying the  complete set of quantum  num bers of target energy eigenstates 
(electronic, rotational, and vibrational quanta , for instance) and the angular 
m om entum  quantum  num ber of the outer electron.[8 ] Thus a whole Rydberg 
series of levels converging to a definite target eigenstate (ionic threshold) and 
the joining continuum  above the threshold, comprise a single channel with 
the to ta l energy as a running variable. Instead of considering the p e rtu r­
bation between different states, MQDT trea ts interactions between different
8channels, thus giving a global description of complicated interaction in the 
system.
Fig. 2 shows schematically the interconversion of electronic and 
nuclear energies due to the coupling of the two degrees of freedom. Figure 
2(a) shows two Rydberg series of Hj converging to  two different rotational 
states of the core. The levels near the  threshold regions are very dense, 
and the two series overlap strongly. Channel interactions are expected to be 
strong in this region. A higher energy Rydberg electron in a state belong­
ing to the series converging to  N + — 2 ro tational sta te  of can collide 
with the core, take up the target rotational energy, and escape with Ha left 
in the N + = 0 sta te  (rotational preionization). Similarly, in Fig. 2(b) Ha 
in high Rydberg states (the lowest two potential curves) can give up some 
of its vibrational energy to the Rydberg electron (vibrational preionization). 
These two examples exemplify how two channels converging to two different 
rovibrational thresholds of the target may in teract with each other through 
short-range electronic-nuclear coupling (rovibrational coupling), interconvert­
ing energy between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. Jungen and 
coworkers[8,16] have successfully applied MQDT and the rovibrational frame 
transform ation m ethod to calculate the Rydberg states and photoabsorption 
processes of Ha. The rovibrational coupling has been shown to derive purely 
from the body-frame quantum  defect function namely its R  and A
dependences. Fig. 3 shows the rovibrational levels of Ha (J  — 1) in the 
C  (2/wr) sta te , taking into account the rovibrational coupling.[8] The large-r 
breakdown of the adiabatic approxim ation in those Rydberg levels has been 
accounted for by the rovibrational frame transform ation in conjunction with
9( a)
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of rovibrational preionization and predisso­
ciation in H ;.'16 (a) Rotational preionization; (b) V ibrational Preionization; 
and (c) Predissociation.
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Figure 3. Deviations of the rovibrational energy levels {J = 1) of H3 ( ; )  and 
Dj (•) in C  (2p7r) sta te  calculated using QDT and using Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation, from Ref. [8].
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MQDT. The improvement over the more usual Born-Oppenheim er trea tm en t 
is substantial.
Also shown in Fig. 2(c) is a  predissociation process of Hj. The 
excited electronic sta te  of Ha (3pir) can predissociate through electronic sta te  
3p<r (rotational coupling) converging to  lower dissociation threshold. In te r­
change of energy between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom, in 
this case, takes place in the opposite sense.[16] A high Rydberg electron 
gives up some of its energy to nuclear motion. A dissociation process can 
be viewed as a high vibrational excitation. In our example, the dissociative 
s ta te  is a  continuum  vibrational level of the 3p<r electronic state . Although 
the system usually dissociates along well-defined Born-Oppenheim er potential 
curves at large nuclear separations, the initial dissociation process at small R  
is ra ther complicated. One expect non-adiabatic coupling between different 
states due to large nuclear velocity. Jungen proposed an eigenchannel R- 
m atrix m ethod to give a unified treatm ent of ionization and dissociation.[17] 
Based on this trea tm en t, the  above predissociation process can be described 
in term s of rovibrational coupling between different electronic states. More­
over, this m ethod has been successfully used to  explain how the ionization 
and dissociation com pete in H2 photoabsorption.fi8] The body-frame quan­
tum  defect f i \ {R )  was once again shown to provide sufficient inform ation 
about the short-range electronic-nuclear coupling to describe even these dis­
sociative processes. As well as being caused by rovibrational interactions, a 
dissociative process can also stem from electronic interactions between differ­
ent electronic states. Giusti[19] form ulated a perturbative m ethod, combined 
with the .'rame transform ation m ethod for rovibrational coupling, to account
12
for the dissociative process when the electronic coupling between the different 
electronic channels is weak.[20]
Apart from the aforementioned effects, there is also a class of nona- 
diabatic effects resulting typically from resonant scattering processes. It has 
also a ttrac ted  much theoretical interests. In low energy electron-mulecule 
scattering shape resonance, for instance, the centrifugal, polarization, and 
exchange forces may combine to form an a ttractive  electron potential with 
a barrier.[7] An incident electron can thus be trapped in the  vicinity of the 
molecular target for a period of time comparable to  the period of the nuclear 
vibration. This common effect in low energy electron-molecule scattering 
manifests itself in a  strong energy dependence in the scattering phase shift 
(or quantum  defect).[21] According to W igner, this energy dependence tran s­
lates into a significant collision time delay: = 2k d f t /d t  of the scattering
electron in the reaction zone.[22] Besides resonant phenomena, a nonreso- 
nant electron scattering from a neutral target near threshold also falls into 
this category.[21,23] Results for Hj obtained by Jungen and others[8,16,25] 
suggest th a t the rovibrational frame transform ation m ethod described above 
iB virtually exact whenever /i is independent of e.[21,23]
There have been extensive theoretical treatm ents of such resonance 
phenomena. Nesbet proposed an “energy-modified adiabatic nuclei approx­
im ation” m ethod to extend the validity of the conventional adiabatic nuclei 
approxim ation.[26] In his treatm ent, the scattering electron energy is included 
in the adiabatic electronic wavefunctions as a param eter. T hus different elec­
tronic channel energies are used in evaluating vibrational m atrix elements 
of the scattering operator. Most theoretical treatm ents of resonances in
13
electron-molecule scattering processes utilize the concept of electron-molecule 
com pound potential curves:[7] Herzenberg’s boomerang m odel,[27] N esbet’s 
local complex potential m ethod ,[28] Domcke’s nonlocal complex potential 
m ethod (project ion-operator form alism )[29] and a related G reen’s function 
form ulation,[30] G auyacq’s effective range trea tm en t[31], and the R-m atrix 
m ethod of Schneider, Le Doumeuf, and Burke,[10] to name several. The ef­
fect of the scattering electron on the target is incorporated by allowing the 
nuclei to  respond to the  compound potential.
Greene and Jungen proposed, in the context of M QDT, an energy - 
dependent vibrational frame transform ation m ethod[21] which explicitly in ­
cludes the energy dependence of the quantum  defect in the frame tran s­
formation. This form ulation defines a new type of real and local molecu­
lar com pound potential for each eigenchannel, e^ T^ (R), characterized by an 
/2-independent electronic eigenphase param eter r  giving the phases of elec­
tronic eigenstates at the reaction zone surface. These potential curves are 
determ ined solely by the body-frame quantum  defect function /i(c ,/2) gener­
ally provided either by ab initio theory[32,33,34,35] or empirical data . Motion 
along this potential energy curve can then be treated in almost all cases within 
the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation, which is typically valid whenever the 
outm ost electron of the molecular complex moves within r  < r0. The failure 
of the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation at large electronic distances is then 
fully accounted for by the quantum  defect method.
T he aim of this dissertation is to use the m ultichannel quantum  de­
fect theory and frame transform ation m ethod to study the coupling of elec­
tronic and nuclear degrees of freedom tn homonuclear diatom ic molecules.
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We explore the non-adiabatic effects resulting from large electron-core dis­
tances, resonances, including dissociative processes. The long-range break­
down of the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation which arises in electron scat­
tering from a polar molecule is excluded. We direct our main efforts to 
the description of the electronic-nuclear coupling in resonance (strong energy 
dependence of quantum  defect) and dissociative processes. Previous the­
oretical trea tm en ts of Greene-Jungen (energy-dependent vibrational frame 
transform ation[21,23]) and Jungen (eigenchannel if-m atrix  m ethod to trea t 
ionization and dissociation[17,14]) have been reform ulated so th a t the main 
complication involved in those m ethods — the iteration procedure — is 
avoided to give a  simpler and more economical description. In our new rovi- 
brational frame transform ation approach ,[36] for instance, molecular complex 
potentials are not explicitly introduced. We identify a  special set of short- 
range Born-Oppenheim er eigenstates of the electron-target system, whose nu ­
clear vibrational wave functions coincide with those o f  the unperturbed target. 
As a  result, we find th a t the complicated short-range interaction between the 
scattering electron and the molecular target is fully included in the electronic 
wave functions, or more specifically in the body-frame electronic quan tum  
defect function if) (through its dependences on both the nuclear co­
ordinate R  and electronic energy e). Effects of the energy dependence of 
short-range scattering param eters such as ji(e ,il)  can thereby be included in 
the frame transform ation in a very simple way.
The outline of th is dissertation is as follows. In C hapter 2 below, 
we give a  complete quantum  defect description of rovibration&l couplings, 
and introduce the frame transform ation concept. These elements form the
primary theoretical framework of this work. An application of this m ethod to 
calculate vibrational energy levels of the ground electronic sta te  of the hydro­
gen molecular ion follows.[37] C hapter 3 is devoted to the energy-dependent 
vibrational frame transform ation m ethod of Greene and Jungen. We present 
an /2-m atrix reform ulation of this m ethod and dem onstrate through a simpli­
fied model calculation the im portance of including the energy dependence of 
short-range scattering param eters in the frame transform ation .[23] In C hap­
ter 4 we present our alternative form ulation of the energy-dependent rovibra- 
tional frame transform ation m ethod .[36] Comparison with the Greene-Jungen 
m ethod is made in a  calculation of the vibrational excitation of Nj by elec­
tron collision. We then apply this m ethod to study vibrational excitations 
of H2 by electron impact. Finally, in C hapter 5 we show our preliminary 
study of com peting ionization and dissociation processes using a noniterative 
eigenchannel /2-matrix approach. Applications have been m ade in two test 
calculations of predissociation and ionization of Hj.
C H A P T E R  2
M U L T IC H A N N E L  Q U A N T U M  D E F E C T  D E S C R IP T IO N  O F  
R O V IB R A T IO N A L  C O U P L IN G : A N  
E N E R G Y -IN D E P E N D E N T  T R E A T M E N T
As we mentioned earlier, MQDT by itself does not deal with solving 
the short-range problem. We will show below and in later chapters that a 
body-frame quantum defect function contains enough information about the 
short-range interaction to describe fully the wavefunction in the asymptotic 
region. In this chapter, we first summarize the MQDT formulation[8,14,23] 
for pure rovibrational interactions arising in electron collisions with a non­
polar, N-electron diatomic molecule. This formulation also applies to Ryd- 
berg states of a neutral molecule. Thus an outer electron in the following 
context means either a scattering electron or a bound (or autoionizing) Ry- 
dberg electron. An application to calculate vibrational energy levels of the 
non-Rydberg molecule and its isotopes then follows.[37]
2.1 M Q D T  For R ov ib ra tion a l C ouplings: A sy m p to tic  B eh a v io u r  
When the outer electron is sufficiently far from the molecular target, 
its motion is decoupled from the remaining core except for moving in the local, 
long-range field of the core. The angular momenta of the target (W+) and 
of the electron (/) are approximately conserved.[6] The wavefunction of the 
system can be expanded in terms of the complete set of eigenstates of the
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target, including the angular wavefunction of the escaping electron:(14]
=  A r ~ l ^ 2  <t>i(i*>)[fi(r)6n> -  r  >  r 0 , (2*1 J
I
with the channel expansion function 0 t(w) given by
* ( « )  = (2 2 )
Here is the target JV-electron ground sta te  wavefunction in A0 sta te ,
X i(R ) /R i*  the rovibrational wavefunction in this electronic sta te  (i = N +, v +
i IJV 4 \ Aindicates ro tational and vibrational quantum  num bers). ( r , /i)  is an
eigenfunction of the to ta l angular m om entum  operators of the electron-core 
system  T* and J x, and also the angular m om entum  operator of the rem aining 
core N +2 (and the angular m om entum  operator of the outer electron ft) . 
This eigenfunction is formed by coupling the angular m om entum  sta te  of 
the scattering electron to  the target ro tational angular m om entum
state  laboratory-fram e:[6]
M  -  m ' IN *  J M) ,  (2.3)
m
where ( l m t N +M  — m \ l N + J M )  is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 
and <f>) are spherical harmonic functions with and {#,#) de­
noting angles of electron and nuclei (int em u clear axis) in laboratory-fram e. 
Spin effects are ignored here, so we supress the spin coordinates in the form u­
lation. Thus u> contains coordinates of all degrees of freedom of the system 
except the radial coordinate of the outer electron.[14] T he radial motion of 
the scattering electron is described by the regular and irregular functions 
{fitSi)  evaluated at channel energy e, =  E  — E t ( Ei is the eigenenergy of 
the molecular core) and orbital angular m om entum  / in the long range field
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of the molecular target. The are simply spherical Bessel functions in
an electron-neutral scattering (zero-field approxim ation),[23,21] and Coulomb 
functions in an electron-ion system .[13,14] In what follows, we assume tha t 
only one angular m om entum  partial wave of the outer electron is dom inant 
in the asym ptotic region. A more general form ulation including / coupling in 
the asym ptotic region can be found elsewhere[38] (and also in C hapter 4). A  
is the antisym m etrization operator. The reaction m atrix  Ka> contains all the 
short-range interaction information between the scattering electron and the 
core, and is directly related to the scattering m atrix  which can be m easured 
by experim ent. Since it is determ ined by short-range interactions, this real 
and symmetric K  m atrix is generally a sm ooth function of the  energy £.[14] 
It is worth mentioning again at this point th a t MQDT describes the 
coupling between the outer electron and the core through channel interactions 
instead of state-by-state interactions. In the above equation, the subscript 
i is the  fragm entation channel index while *' labels alternative independent 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation in the asym ptotic region.[14] In each 
fragm entation channel, the to ta l energy of the system  E  is regarded as a 
continuous variable in the expansion (2.1). In o ther words, the  boundary 
conditions at infinity for the radial wavefunctions of the outer electron have 
not yet been imposed (wavefunctions in the closed channels accordingly have 
exponentially increasing com ponents).[14] Thus at this stage, the Rydberg 
states and the scattering states are treated  equally. This is an advantage of 
the MQDT treatm ent. Both continuous and bound states have similar short 
range behaviour since the strong interactions prevalent in this region make the 
wavefunctions insensitive to a small change of energy from below threshold
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to above.[22,14] The qualitatively different behavior of wavefunctions for a 
continuum  sta te  (oscillatory) as opposed to  a  bound sta te  (exponentially 
decaying) only emerge at large distances where physical boundary conditions 
are imposed.
Equation (2.1) above gives the reaction m atrix representation of 
the independent solutions at a  to tal scattering energy E.  It is equivalent to 
writing the independent solutions in an eigenchannel representation, in which 
the reaction m atrix is diagonal:[14,23]
4>t(u} c o s  7r/ia -  sin ir*ia ], r > r 0, (2.4)
i
where Ulot and tan  t t a r e  eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the K  m atrix , 
respectively. In the eigenchannel representation, each eigensolution 'P* has a 
common phase shift nfia in all fragm entation channels i.
In standard  MQDT procedures, a  physically allowed solution of the 
Schrodinger equation is finally formed by superposing all independent solu- 
tions in Eq. (2.4):
•  =  £  V . A . ,  (2.5)
a
with A a suitably chosen to satisfy boundary conditions at r  —* oo.[14] For 
electron scattering by a neutral target with negligible polarizability, two in ­
dependent radial solutions for the outer electron can be w ritten  as
f t  = (2/ ir)U2k - ‘r j ll,kiT), (2.6)
9“ = ( 2 / - r ) ' l ' k ' ^ r n l(kir). (2.7)
The above base pair is analytic in energy and should be used in case of zero
long-range field. In this way the nonanalyticity of the energy-normalized
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basis functions ( / ,,& )  in energy at threshold can be elim inated, or in any 
case param etrized explicitly.[22,21,23] These two base pairs are related to 
each o ther by the relations /; = =  k ^ l~l ^ g f .  In Eqs. (2.6) and
(2.7), ji{kir)  and nj(fc;r) are regular and irregular spherical Bessel functions
and ki = (2c,-)1^ 2 is the electronic wave vector. W hen closed channels (e < 0)
are involved, Jk, is replaced by i w i t h  Kj real and positive, but ( f?,g°)  remain 
real. The asym ptotic forms of ( /® ,jf)  for orbital angular m om entum  / are:
f i ( r ) -* (2/Tr)1/at t' f-1 sin(fc,r -  / j t /2 ), (2 .8 )
j? (r)  -* - ( 2 / 7r)1/afc'cos(fcir -  lw/2), (2.9)
for > 0 (open channels) and
/ ? ( r )  -  - c - ' - ' l e - '  -  ( - l ) ' e — ' i / ( 2 Ir) , / , I (2.10)
9i°(r) -  + e — ’l / V * ) 1'1, (2.11)
for ti < 0 (closed channels).
For an energy at which all channels are closed (i £ Q,€i < 0), the 
wavefunction component in each channel is required to decay exponentially, 
i.e.,
y ;  A^UjalKj1' 1 cos + k ' ( - I )1 sin?r/ia ] = 0 (i € £?). (2 .12)
a
The bound energy levels are found by solving the following determ inental 
equation:
det\Uia[K~i~'1 cos Kfta +■ «{(-!)* sin = 0. (2.13)
Usually for any given to ta l energy both open and closed channels are 
present. For closed channels, the above Eq. (2.12) applies. For open channels
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(i 6 P , e, > 0 ), we impose an outgoing wave boundary condition,[22] i.e., we 
require the asym ptotic wavefunction to  be w ritten as a collision fragm entation 
channel form:
= A r ~ l '^4>,(M)i-l ( 2 K k i y l/7{exp(ikir )S i; ~ e x p { - i k xr)6i;), r > r0 
i € P
(2.14)
or equivalently in the collision eigenchannel form (in which S is diagonal)
i|rp =  .Ar-1 £  cosSp -  g, sin£„), r  > r 0 (2-15)
*eP
where S is the scattering m atrix, exp (2iSp) and Tip are eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors of the S m atrix.
The boundary condition (2.15) can be im plem ented by requiring 
each open fragm entation channel (i) in Eq. (2.5) to have a common collision 
eigenphase shift £:
A aUiak~l~1/2 cos tt/xq =  T,cos6  (* £ P )
O
^ 2  AaUiak^ 1^ 3 sin nfiQ = T; sin 6 (i € P).  (2.16)
a
Equations (2.12) and (2.16) can be w ritten in a more compact form as a 
generalized eigenvalue problem:[14)
TA  =  ta n iA A , (2.17)
with
f Uia[Kt 1 1 cc 
\  Uiak\+1/2 sii
1 °
os7T/ia * { ( - 1)* sin iTfia\ (i C (?)
r .«  -  < (2 .18)
n irfia (i e P)
A “  =  < I 1/3 ( 2 ' 1 9 )cos 7T/iQ (t £ P)
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For N q open channels, Eq. (2.17) has Nq nontrivial solutions, which 
yield No values of the “collision eigenphase shift" £#( £ ) ,  and No correspond­
ing column vectors of superposition coefficients A^^E),  Closed channels 
are “eliminated” through this procedure, but their effects have been built 
into 6?(E). Thus the resulting “physical” phaseshifts 6P(E)  and amplitudes 
Aaj(E)  usually acquire a strong energy dependence which will be eventually 
reflected in the final cross section as resonances. Autoionization resonances 
are typical examples where states belonging to a closed channel will decay 
through their interaction with open channels. The position and width of an 
autoionizing state can be determined from the eigenphase sum which usually 
shows a Breit-Wigner profile as a function of the energy near the resonance.
The eigenvectors of the S matrix can be formed as follows:
Tip =  Aia cos +  1 *  sin $„], (i E P)  (2.20)
a
with A-ap normalized such that =  1. The 5  matrix is finally given
in this case of zero long-range field by[14,23]
Siv =  5  ^Ti0 exp(2i6p)Ti'P. (2 .21)
p
A similar expression can be found in Ref. [14] for the case of a long-range 
Coulomb field.
2 .2  R o v ib ra tio n a l Fram e T ran sform ation
In the previous section, we summarized how MQDT describes the 
channel couplings in the asymptotic region. All the required information 
concerning rovibrational coupling is contained in the laboratory-frame reac­
tion matrix K . This matrix can be obtained by connecting Eq. (2.4) to an 
accurate inner region solution, however it is obtained.
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When the electron is inside the core region, its motion strongly 
couples to the molecular field. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is well 
justified in this region. The inner region eigenstate can thus be written as
* a  =  +  l)F(R)T>i„(B,  * ), (2.22)
w h en  i p ^ {N  +  1) is the (IV +  1) electron wavefunction solved in the frame 
fixed on the nuclei. The total electronic angular momentum component along 
internuclear axis A is conserved in the inner region, to an excellent approx­
imation. F(J?) and <f>) are nuclear vibrational and rotational wave­
functions, respectively. Here (0 ,4>) are the Euler angles of the internuclear 
axis with respect to the frame fixed in space (the usual three Euler angles 
describing the orientation of an object in space reduce to two here for a lin­
ear molecule[39j). A symmetric rotor wavefunction 4>) here is a good
approximation for describing rotations of the molecule as a whole.[40,6]
When the electron just exits the core (but iB still within the Born- 
Oppenheimer region), the above equation can be written as
=  A ^ ( N ) F ( R ) X ^ ( T \ R ) [ f c ^ i r f i K(R) -  g s i n ^ A( R ) l  r >  r0.
(2.23)
Here ^a^(AT) is again the electronic wavefunction of the N-electron target 
ground state, R)  is the eigenfunction of the total angular momentum
operators j* , JM and of the electronic angular momentum component along 
the internuclear axis \L- R\ =  A. Different from jR), this eigenfunc­
tion is formed by coupling the angular momentum state of the outer electron 
in the body-frame ,ip') (we assume here that the target molecule is in
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a £  sta te , Ao = 0. For more general cases, see Ref. [6!) to  Z>&(«,*).!61 In 
the case of a  para-state  of a diatomic molecule (antiparallel nuclear spins), 
Ref. [6] gives
2 7 +  1 1,17
.8tt( 1 + 5ao)-
(2.24)
The body-frame quantum  defect function f i \ (R )  contains all the interaction 
inform ation of the electron with the target in the body-frame. It can be 
obtained from ab initio calculations or else by fitting to the experim ental 
da ta . In case of a Coulomb field (a similar expression holds for zero-field[22j), 
/*a(H) can be extracted  from the molecular Rydberg formula:[8,14]
V W « ) = V U R )  -  (2-25)
Here V„a(-R) and VAu(/i)  respectively are potential energy curves of the neu­
tral molecule and the molecular ion, and Z  is the electric charge of the re­
m aining core.
Usually the energy dependence of the quantum  defect, i.e., its depen­
dence on the principal quantum  num ber n, is weak, and can be neglected in 
many applications. The reaction m atrix can thus be obtained by m atching the 
laboratory-fram e solutions Eq. (2.4) to  the  body-frame Born-Oppenheim er 
solutions Eq. (2.23) on the reaction zone surface, leading to  an explicit for­
m ula for the reaction m atrix,
K n ^ + . n +’v*' =  <  XJV+t»+(rt)lt *nir#iA(JOlXw + '*+,( f i ) >
A
(2.26)
Here the rotational frame transform ation m atrix f/jy+A is a  unitary m atrix 
connecting the angular wavefunctions relevant in the body-frame [Hund’s
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coupling case (b)] and those relevant in the laboratory-fram e [Hund’s coupling 
case (d)]:[41,6,14]
=  £ * ! , ' £ * ’^ A .  (2.2T)
with f/Jv+A given by[6,14]
= ( ~ l / +A- 7V+[2/(l+ «A o)S 1/3(iV+0 ! / - A , J A )  (2.28)
In obtaining the above equation, the energy dependence of the quan­
tum  defect function is totally neglected.[21,23] This in m any cases serves as 
an excellent approxim ation. Since the electrostatic interaction is very strong 
near the core, the quantum  defect Pa(H ) and o ther short range interaction 
param eters are slowly varying functions of energy,[22] at least on the scale of 
rovibrational energy spacings.[8] This is especially true in high energy elec­
tron scattering where the electron crosses the target too rapidly for the target 
to  be severely perturbed. Because the delay time is so short in these cases, 
the response of the target to the incident electron is not sensitive to its in­
cident energy. However, we will show in the next C hapter th a t the above 
energy-independent frame transform ation eventually breaks down, and the 
energy dependence of short-range quantities can play an im portan t role in 
some processes.[21,23]
2.3  V ib ration a l E n ergy  S p ectra  o f  H ,
The above MQDT m ethod has been applied to calculate vibrational 
energy levels of the 1 ser ground electronic state of the hydrogen molecular 
ion Hj and its isotopes HD+ and Dj . (This part of the work can be found 
in Ref. [37].) Like its atom ic counterpart hydrogen, the hydrogen molecu­
lar ion is the simplest molecular system receiving extensive study both from
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theory and experim ent.[42,43,44] Theoretical calculations of ro tational and 
vibrational states are greatly facilitated by the Born-Oppenheim er approxi­
m ation. This separation of electronic and nuclear motions also provides the 
starting  point for more accurate treatm ents, which include adiabatic and 
nonadiabatic effects accurately. A generalization of the Born-Oppenheim er 
picture to  hyperspherical coordinates has been shown to give improved vi­
brational spectra for HD+,[45] as have numerous o ther form ulations.[44] The 
purpose of this work is as follows. First of all, most previous MQDT tre a t­
m ents of molecular Rydberg spectra have involved a semiempirical elem ent, 
in which small adjustm ents were m ade to the body-frame quantum  defects 
so as to improve agreem ent with experim ent. While these adjustm ents 
to  ab initio d a ta  are typically sm all,[8] there remains the question of how far 
these MQDT analyses can be pushed to give a comprehensive ab initio the­
ory. The simplicity of this system  enables us to explore the validity of the 
M QDT and frame transform ation from an ab initio point of view. For these 
systems the body-frame quantum  defects f i \ (R)  can be calculated exactly. 
Secondly, the hydrogen molecular ion is a particularly unfavorable system  for 
M QDT, as this treatm ent was designed to  handle Rydberg states. Except 
for the  ground state , all excited electronic states are either purely repulsive 
or else very weakly a ttractive  at large internuclear distances, implying th a t 
nuclei simply dissociate following an electronic excitation. This system thus 
provides a critical test case for molecular MQDT. Lastly, the simplicity of 
this system  also alows us to study such effects as energy dependence and 
finite nuclei mass on the quantum  defect since they are all ignored in most 
treatm ents of molecular Rydberg spectra (Ha, for instance).
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2.3 .1  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  p ro b le m  The nonrelativistic Hamil­
tonian for HJ can be w ritten, in atom ic units, as[44j
H = H0 + H ', (2.29)
where
= + <2 M > 
=  (2 -31>
Here ta and rg are the distances of the electron from nuclei A  and B  (w ith 
masses and M b), respectively, R  is the internuclear distance, /ijv = 
M a M b / ( M a + M b ) is the reduced nuclear mass and fxa — M AM g / ( M A — Mg).
is the kinetic energy operator for the electron relative to the geometric 
center of the nuclei, and — is the nuclear kinetic energy operator.
The sym m etry breaking term  — • ^ r ,  which vanishes for HJ
and D j , is neglected in our calculations of HD+ levels because this term , in the 
Born-Oppenheim er treatm ent, comes in only as a nonadiabatic correction. It 
mainly plays an im portant role near the dissociation lim it, where the molecule
can dissociate either to  H + D + or D-t-H+. The mass polarization term  V*
makes a nonegligible contribution for hydrogen molecular ions. We neglect it 
here for simplicity, but show that it can be included exactly in a  trivial way. 
This term  contributes to the  finite nuclear mass correction which is noticable 
in the light molecule like H J, and negligible for other molecules.
In the calculation of vibrational levels of the H j ground electronic 
sta te  ls<r, we only consider states having zero angular m om entum , N  = 0. 
Also we assume the electron to have purely s-wave character in the asym ptotic
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region. (C ontributions from higher partial waves, d-waves for instance, can 
be neglected at the low energies considered here if one chooses a sufficiently 
large reaction zone radius.) The nuclei thus remain in their ground rotational 
state. W hen the electron is outside the reaction zone, the a th  independent 
eigenchannel solution of the Schrodinger equation can be w ritten as
*<* = £  Xv+(&)Uv+*\fv+(r ) co* ~  Sv+(r)sin r  > r0. (2.32)
v  +
Here the x u+(i2) are vibrational eigenstates of the core (H j+ in this case), 
quantized within a  finite region R q <  R  <  R f .  The validity of this box 
quantization is discussed below. The (/„+ ,£„+ ) are energy normalized (Z  = 2) 
Coulomb functions[13,14] of the a electron evaluated at channel energy ew+ = 
E -  E„+ {E  and E„+ are energies of the  molecule and the core, respectively). 
Uv+a and tan  are the a th  eigenvector and eigenvalue of the reaction 
m atnx  / f v4 v+'i
tan (2.33)
a
with T  denoting the m atrix transpose.
As in all MQDT calculations, the boundary conditions at r —* oo 
have not yet been imposed a t this stage, (a  labels the infinite num ber of 
independent solutions.) The K  m atrix  is thus a sm ooth function of energy. 
In many cases this energy dependence can be neglected in the energy range 
of interest so th a t the K  m atrix  can be calculated once and for all.[14] A 
physically acceptable solution of the Schrodinger equation is then formed by 
superposing all independent solutions in Eq. (2.32),
*  = E - 4- * - .  (2-34)
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with the A* chosen such that 4  obeys appropriate boundary conditions at 
infinity. Using the asym ptotic form of ( f v+,gv*), [14] the bound Rydberg 
states of the molecule can be determ ined by solving the following algebraic 
equation:
53 A*Uv+a sin *■(*✓„+ + pa ) = 0. (2.35)
a
The allowed energy levels are accordingly those for which
dt t \UVMa sin fr(i'„+ 4- P a)I = 0. (2.36)
In the above equations, (/„+ »* the effective quantum  num ber of the Rydberg 
electron in the «+ channel, as given in Eqs. (2.39), (2.41), and (2.44) below.
Because the Born-Oppenheim er potential energy of the core is the 
repulsive Coulomb energy U(+)(/2) = 1 /  R } the vibrational states of the core 
are purely continuous. In order to use the standard  algebraic formulas of 
MQDT in the form of Eq. (2.35), we quantize the core states by confin­
ing the nuclei in a box, i.e., we require the nuclear wavefunctions to vanish 
at some given internuclear distances fig and Rj .  Figure 4 shows the Born- 
Oppenheim er potential curves of Hj~ ground electronic sta te  and Hj + along 
with the quantized Hj + vibrational states. The size of the box in R  is chosen 
to  be large enough so that th  * vibrational wavefunctions of hydrogen molec­
ular ion for a range of levels v < ( v ^ ,  =  12 in this calculation) are
exponentially small at the boundary, whereby this approxim ation introduces 
essentially no error. (It is possible, as in Ref. [17], to allow the vibrational 
wavefunctions to extend beyond R  = /? /, by making an adiabatic treatm ent 
of the nuclear motion in th a t part of configuration space. For the present 
lim ited study it has not been necessary to do so.)
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R (a.u.)
Figure 4. Potential energy curves of Hj and H j+ . H j+ “core” states are 
quantized by requiring the wavefunctions to vanish at R« and R /. Here only 
those core states with even have been shown. The lowest vibrational sta te  
(u = 0 ) and highest sta te  {u = 12) of H, in this calculation have also been 
shown.
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The body-frame quantum  defect can be obtained from the
Born-Oppenheim er potential curve VnixiR) by the Rydberg form ula Eq. (2.25) 
The set of lowercase quantum  num bers {n/A} is used to denote the Born- 
O ppenheim er electronic states of this single-electron molecule. Here n is the 
principal quantum  num ber, I is the orbital angular m om entum  in the united 
atom  limit and A is the projection of the orbital angular m om entum  along 
the internuclear axis of the molecule. In this calculation, the well-known
H2 Is<fg Born-Oppenheim er potential curve[46] is used to extract the quan­
tum  defect Q uantum  defects =  1,2, 3}[42] are shown in figure
5, displaying the weak energy dependence of the quantum  defect (i.e., the 
weak n-dependence of fAnt*) for the internuclear distances of interest in this 
calculation.
The laboratory-fram e reaction m atrix can be obtained in th is case 
through a vibrational frame transform ation:
=  f  Xv*{R)^n-Kf iXtt, { R ) x v*>{R)dR.  (2.37)
The inform ation contained in the K  m atrix  can be equivalently calculated 
from the quantum  defect m atrix [25]
=  J  Xv+{R)tAi.<r{R)xv+'{R)dR,  (2.38)
which is preferable to calculate numerically as the integrand has no singular­
ities. [In the limit of an infinite vibrational basis, the eigenvectors of both Eq. 
(2.37) and Eq. (2.38) are x u+(fi), while the eigenvalues of these two matrices 
are t a n 7r ^ i„ (R )  and f ii t<r(R), respectively. We assume tha t for a truncated  
basis also, the eigenvectors Uv+a of K v+v+> coincide with those of + with 
respective eigenvalues tan  nfia and fia .] It is seen from the above equations
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Figure 5. Q uantum  defect for n = 1,2,3.
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that this single body-frame quantum defect, which describes the complicated 
(fixed-nuclei) interaction between the electron and the nuclei, serves as the 
input for the quantum defect calculation.
2 .3 .2  V ib ra tion a l sp ec tra  o f  H j Effects associated with the 
portion of the Hamiltonian denoted H' in Eq. (2.31), such as the change in the 
electron reduced mass, can be treated in a variety of ways, both in standard 
Born-Oppenheimer calculations and in MQDT calculations. To gain a better 
understanding of these alternatives, we have performed the calculations on 
at three different levels of sophistication described below.
(a ) . T ota l N eg lec t o f  B '
The conventional Born-Oppenheimer approximation is obtained by 
regarding the nuclei as infinitely massive in solving for the fixed-nuclei poten­
tial curve Vnu(.R), the eigenvalue of Ho in Eq- (2.30) with R  held constant. 
The correct nuclear reduced mass fijv is used of course when solving for the vi­
brational energy spectrum in the Born-Oppenheimer potential Ku>(i2). The 
result of this standard calculation is the curve (1) in Fig. 6, plotted as the 
difference between each Born-Oppenheimer total energy level and the corre­
sponding “exact” nonrelativistic theoretical energy levels from Ref. [47]. It 
is seen that neglect of the nuclear mass dependent terms in the electronic 
potential (i.e., the “strict” Born-Oppenheimer approximation) causes the vi­
brational energy levels to be nearly 60 c m '1 too low. Interestingly, thiB error 
is roughly the difference in the energies of a ground state hydrogen atom 
calculated with finite or with infinite nuclear mass.
A quantum defect calculation is next carried out for H j as outlined 
above in Sec. 2.3.1, using p l4<r(J2) in the integrals of Eq. (2.38) to determine
3 0 .0  - 14) BO-EXACT
(2) ODT-EXACT
11) BO-EXACT
Figure 6 . Difference between the calculated and exact vibrational energy lev­
els, using either quantum  defect theory (QD T) or else the Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation (BO) for Hj . Curves with open (filled) circles are the results 
with (or w ithout) the mass polarization term . The curve with triangles is the 
QDT calculation including the finite nuclear mass effect only in the ‘‘outer 
region” . The exact values are taken from Ref. [47]
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the quantum defect matrix /is+ -. The /ia used in Eq. (2.36) determining the 
MQDT energy levels are then the eigenvalues of this matrix while the orthog­
onal matrix Uv+a is formed from the corresponding eigenvectors. Because we 
are totally neglecting H \  we calculate the effective quantum numbers */„+ in 
Eq. (2.36) using the true (i.e. not reduced) electron mass:
, . . = ^ 4 = .  (2.39)
The box size used for H, is defined by Rq =  0.5 a.u., R } =  7.5 a.u., which 
allows us to calculate vibrational levels with v < 12. All vibrational channels 
of H w e r e  included from v + =  0 to v + =  119, resulting in an unusually 
large MQDT calculation, with 120 channels. Nevertheless the search for Hj 
vibrational levels with v < 12 which satisfy Eq. (2.36) was accomplished in 
roughly 40 min of CPU time on a RIDGE 32C computer. (In fact the MQDT 
calculation can be transformed into a converged calculation using only 15 to 
25 “effective channels” along the lines sketched in the appendix of Ref. [37]) 
The errors in the resulting MQDT energy levels obtained in this 
manner are shown as curve (2) in Fig.6. Clearly the resulting errors are very 
comparable to those obtained in the corresponding strict Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation neglecting H \  the MQDT results even showing a slight im­
provement over the Born-Oppenheimer results. We find it surprising that 
the MQDT frame transformation procedure is capable of describing the vi­
brational energy levels of the HJ ground state, which is far more a “valence- 
type” molecular state (in conventional terminology) than a “Rydberg” state. 
The MQDT “picture” of Hj as consisting of a Rydberg electron orbiting out­
side a vibrating H j+ core appears unsound initially, in view of the unstable
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nature of this core, yet it produces results virtually equivalent to (in fact 
slightly be tter than) the well-established Born-Oppenheim er procedure.
It is also interesting to show, for pedagogical purposes, th a t the 
M QDT channel expansion gives results compatible with the Franck-Condon 
principle. The outer region wavefunction Eq. (2.34) is an expansion in term s 
of the core vibrational states. In Fig.7 we show explicitly the channel prob­
ability amplitudes[48]
zv+{Ev) = A AUv*a coan[vv  ^ +/!,*), (2-40)
a
(with £„+ normalized by £„+ — 1), in each channel u+ at energies of H,
v =  0 and v = 12 vibrational states. These results are indistinguishable from 
standard  Franck-Condon overlap integrals connecting the vibrational states 
of HJ to those of H^+ . It can be seen th a t the most dom inant contribution 
to the wavefunction [Eq. (2.34)j comes from the Franck-Condon region. The 
num ber of channels v + is so large tha t zv* appears to be a continuous function, 
although it is in fact discrete.
(b ). P a rtia l In clu sion  o f  E lectron  R ed u ced  M ass E ffects
In their MQDT calculation of Ha bound levels, Jungen and Atabek[8] 
use the conventional Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation in the inner region 
and obtain a body-frame quantum  defect independent of nuclear mass.
In the outer region, the system is exactly described in term s of a rovibrational 
channel expansion in the laboratory-fram e, in which the outerm ost electron 
sees a  vibrating core with finite nuclear mass. Thus the effective quantum  
num ber i/„+ in Eq. (2.36) was calculated in Ref. [81 using the reduced electron
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Franck-Condon overlap integral < u+ ,i; > and 
the MQDT channel probability am plitude zv~. The two curves are indistin­
guishable on the scale of the graph, (a) H, {u = 0 ); (b) = 12).
where /ijv is half of the proton mass in the case of Hj . The errors in energy 
levels of obtained using this same m ethod are plotted as curve (3) in Fig. 
6 . A pparently the incorporation of electron reduced mass effects improves 
upon the M QDT calculation described in m ethod (a) above, though it appears 
to overcorrect to some extent.
The improvement of this result over the MQDT result with infinite 
nuclear mass [curve (2)j can be explained as follows. For a  given effective 
quantum  num ber each channel energy c„+ is directly proportional to 
the electron reduced mass /ie. Thus a change of A/xe in the reduced mass 
used in calculating t/v+ in Eq. (2.41) produces a  proportionate change in the 
channel energy, Ae„+ =  ev+. W hen averaged over the channel probability 
am plitude [see Eq. (2.40)], the change in the final energy level is given by
^  (2.42)
By direct numerical calculations, we have verified th a t the contribution given 
by Eq. (2.42) is equal to the difference between the curve (3) and the curve 
(2) in Fig. 6 (to within errors of approxim ately 0.1 cm -1).
Inclusion of electron reduced mass effects in this approxim ate m an­
ner (in the “outer region” ) partially improves the results, but appears to 
overcorrect for this effect (i.e., the energy levels calculated in this way are 
higher than  the “exact” levels). We will show in m ethod (c) tha t the change 
in the electron reduced mass also affects the quantum  defect, making an addi­
tional contribution to the vibrational levels. This reduced mass effect on the
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“inner region" has opposite sign to that shown in Eq. (2.42), in the present 
example of the Hj lstr state.
( c ) .  T o t a l  I n c l u s i o n  o f  E l e c t r o n  R e d u c e d  M a s s  E f f e c t s
As a m atter of fact, the  mass polarization term  can be included 
in the calculation exactly (for a one-electron homonuclear molecule) by a
trivial scaling transform ation: f  = tier , R  =  and p s  = h n / p *, with
fi~l =  1 +  1/4h n  (/** and fifi are in units of electron m ass), we have the
following rescaled Ham iltonian in (a.u.):
H  = —  = - \ v 2f ~ ~  -  - 1  + i ,  (2.43)
fi,  2 fiff 2 r A r B H
which has identical form to H0 in Eq. (2.30). The mass polarization term  
is thus apparently removed from the Ham iltonian although its effect is fully 
included.
W hen applying the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation to th is new 
Ham iltonian, we are able to calculate the vibrational spectrum  of Hj in 
the rescaled Born-Oppenheim er potential curve Vi,ff(R),  which is formally 
identical to  Vlttr(R).  The rescaled reduced nuclear mass jXs m ust then be used 
in solving the vibrational Schrodinger equation. Curve (4) in Fig. 6 shows 
the error in the resulting energy levels E v, relating to the energy eigenvalue 
E v of the ham iltonian 7i by E v — p €E v.
The corresponding MQDT calculations utilize the rescaled Born- 
O ppenheim er quantum  defect jXit<r(R)i which is likewise formally identical to 
A*inr(R)} ( i t h e  value of a t R  =  2 coincides exactly with the  value 
of at R  =  2). The vibrational levels of Hj + are solved just as in the 
m ethod (a), except using rescaled energy, mass, and distance units. In the
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final step of using MQDT to calculate the energy spectrum , the rescaled 
effective quantum  num ber
C.. = * ■ ;  (2.44)
v  ~
is used. Curve (5) in Fig. 6 shows the errors in H f vibrational levels obtained 
using this procedure.
Interestingly, this trivial incorporation of the mass polarization term  
in the conventional Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation shifts both MQDT and 
Born-Oppenheim er levels by the same am ount relative to the  corresponding 
infinite nuclear mass results (lowest two curves in Fig. 6 ). For the Born- 
Oppenheim er results [the curves ( 1) and (4)J th is am ount can be shown 
to be the improvement due to including the adiabatic correction te rm [46] 
< 0| — > in the Born-Oppenheim er potential. For the MQDT re­
sults [curves (2) and (5)j, the improvement can be explained as follows. The 
electron reduced mass effect is taken into account not only in the outer region 
[see Eq. (2.41)], but also in the inner region. The rescaled quantum  defect 
fiinr(R) contains the electron reduced mass effect. The difference between 
/ii,<r(i2) (w ith real electron mass) and (w ith reduced electron mass)
is around Af i (R)  ^  10-6 a t a given value of R.  The change in the body-frame 
electron energy due to the change in the electron mass can be w ritten as
A<(fl) =  - A /! .£ ,„ (« )  -  ^ [ - 2 e ,„ ( H ) ] 3/3AM(rt). (2.45)
W hen averaged over R,  we have A E — A E i  + A Ei ,  where
Af?i = A /i, 5Z «r{R)xv+'(R)dR,  (2-46)
„ + « + ’
A £ , = - y  E  /  X ..(K )(-2 < .~ (« )]3 /,A , i{R)x ^ . ( R ) d R .  (2.47)
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A E i, which is the contribution from long range, is identical to Eq. (2.42) 
in our calculations, to within the accuracy of 0.01 cm -1. A E j contains the 
contribution from short range, i.e., contributions due to the change in the 
quantum  defect. This term , which makes a considerable contribution, is 
ignored in the form ulation of Jungen and Atabek [see (b) above]. Since 
> 0 , this term  is opposite in sign to Eq. (2.46). Numerical calculation 
shows th a t the sum of Ai?i and A E j in Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) explains 
quantitatively the improvement of these MQDT results in this part (c) over 
those in part (a), to an accuracy of 0.05 cm -1.
It can also be shown that the rem aining error in the Born-Oppenhei­
mer calculation [the difference of curve (4) from zero] can be almost en­
tirely elim inated by further including the other part of adiabatic correction 
term[46] < <f>\ — > in the Born-Oppenheim er potential. It is worth
m entioning that MQDT results [curves (2) and (5)] are slightly be tter than  
the corresponding Born-Oppenheim er results [curves ( 1) and (4)]. Instead of 
adopting the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation in the whole configuration 
space, MQDT using the frame transform ation adopts a laboratory-fram e ex­
pansion in the outer region. This procedure describes the coupling between 
electronic and nuclear m otions, essentially exactly in the large - r limit.
Apparently the remaining discrepancy of MQDT results [the differ­
ence of curve (5) from zero] is partly due to  the rem aining adiabatic correc­
tion at smaller distances and partly due to approxim ations used in the frame 
transform ation. We will discuss these aspects in Sec. 2.3.4 below.
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2 .3 .3  V ib ra t io n a l  s p e c t r a  o f  H D + a n d  D J M ethod (c) in 
Sec. 2.3.2 has also been applied to calculate energy levels of HD* and DJ . 
As m entioned earlier, the asym m etric term  in H 1, which is not im portan t for 
the low lying vibrational states of HD+, is neglected in the calculation for 
HD*. The box sizes for HD* and DJ are {flo =  0-5 a.u., R f  = 6.5 a.u.} 
and {fto =  0.5 a.u., R f  = 6.0 a.u.}, respectively. One hundred channels are 
included in the M QDT calculations for both. The errors of these calculations 
are shown in Fig. 8 . As expected, both the Born-Oppenheim er and MQDT 
results improve as the nuclear mass increases from H j to D j .
2 .3 .4  D isc u ss io n  Based purely on the H j ls<r0 potential curve, 
or the corresponding quantum  defect ^i«r(A ), we are able to calculate the 
vibrational states of HJ and its isotopes. MQDT adopts the molecular frame 
with the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation only a t short range where the 
electron moves in the strong nuclear field. Outside the reaction zone, the 
motion of the Rydberg electron is decoupled from th a t of the molecular core 
so tha t a laboratory-fram e description is more adequate. Thus a class of 
non-Born-Oppenheim er effects resulting from large electron-core distances is 
accounted for by this m ethod. The improvement, while m odest for H j, is 
clearly shown in Figs. 6 and 8 . A greater improvement is expected for true  
Rydberg molecules.
It is worth mentioning tha t these results of calculations are con­
verged with respect to both the box size and the num ber of channels for all 
levels shown. This can be seen from the channel probability am plitude zu+ 
in Fig. 7. However, there is still a rem aining system atic discrepancy (i.e.,
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the increasing errors as v increases) between the M QDT results and “exact” 
calculations. This derives in part from the coupling between electronic and 
nuclear motions (prim arily the adiabatic correction term  < 4>I — >)
at small electron distances. This short range effect cannot be totally ignored 
for Hj . Aside from this small effect, the only o ther possible explanation for 
the residual errors in the MQDT calculation is its neglect of two types of 
energy dependences: tha t of the body-frame quantum  defect, and th a t of the 
Coulomb functions (through the approxim ation (/,<;) (/«+»5«+)) used in
this calculation.
The body-frame quantum  defect is not only a function of intem u- 
clear distance, but also a function of the body-frame energy of the electron 
(i.e. a function of n as shown in Fig. 5). This energy dependence is not 
strong in typical Rydberg spectra of neutral diatom ics, and has been ignored 
in the usual vibrational frame transform ation m ethod .[8] However, the en­
ergy dependence of the  quantum  defect plays an im portan t role in resonant 
electron-molecule collisions.[21,23,38] Figure 5 shows th a t, for the nsir states 
of H ^, df i /de  (or A /i(i?) due to  energy dependence) is negative. This will 
lead to  a positive correction Ae(f?) =  — [—2ci,tf(R)]3 a^A / i ( / i ) / (Z v//i^), i.e., 
an increase in the final vibrational energy levels. This energy dependence 
becomes stronger as the intem uclear distance increases, and will give a  larger 
correction to the higher vibrational states.
The neglect of the energy dependence of ( / ,  g) in the ff-m atrix  
form ulation can be removed in principle by reform ulating the frame tran s­
formation in term s of the R  m atrix ra ther than the K  m atrix, i.e., using the 
logarithm ic derivative £(e, R)  defect.[23] One drawback of this reform ulation
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is tha t the energy dependence of £ is stronger than  that of p.  We will discuss 
in the following chapters th is class of non-adiabatic efFect arising from the 
energy dependence of the quantum  defect.
C H A P T E R  3
ENERGY-DEPENDENT VIBRATIONAL FRAME 
TRANSFORMATION METHOD OF GREENE AND JUNGEN: 
A MODEL STUDY
In the previous chapter, we have discussed how the quantum  defect 
m ethod combined with an energy-independent rovibrational frame transfor­
m ation can be used to describe a  class of non-Born-Oppenheim er effects re­
sulting when the outer electron is far from the remaining core. In these 
cases, a  slow electron far from the core gets accelerated at short-range so 
th a t it crosses the core region too swiftly for the target to  be disturbed. 
In o ther words, the nuclei are frozen when the scattering electron is inside 
the target. The quantum  defect function is thus nearly energy-independent. 
However, it is quite common in low-energy electron-molecule scattering th a t 
the outer electron stays in the neighbourhood of the molecular target for a 
much longer time. In a  resonant process, the  incident electron can be trapped  
by the target molecule for a tim e comparable to the rotational or vibrational 
periods of the nuclear m otion.[7,14] The long collision time of the scattering 
electron is reflected in the scattering phase shift (or quantum  defect) as a 
strong energy dependence. This gives rise to a second class of nonadiabatic 
effects. W henever the energy dependence becomes im portan t, the energy- 
independent rovibrational frame transform ation [see Eq. (2.26)] described in 
the previous chapter is questionable.
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The strong energy dependence of the short-range scattering param ­
eters brings in an additional difficulty to theoretical descriptions because of 
stronger correlations between the electronic and nuclear motions when the 
outer electron is inside the core. Greene and Jungen proposed a vibrational 
frame transformation m ethod[21] to incorporate the energy dependence of 
quantum  defect in the frame transformation. Like most theoretical t rea t­
ments of resonances, this m ethod introduces a set of electron-molecule com­
pound potential curves each of which is defined as a sum of the target
molecular potential energy Vj(/2) and electronic energy
V (r>(R) = Vr ( R ) - h e ^ ( R ) .  (3.1)
The electronic energy is extracted from the body-frame quantum  defect by 
“inverting” the following equation:
fi(f,  R) = t . (3.2)
Here r  is an fi-independent, and arbitrary, electronic phase parameter at this 
stage. All the complicated short-range electronic and nuclear interactions are 
contained in the quantum  defect function /i(e, R ), its R  and t  dependences. 
W hen the electron is inside the molecular target, the nuclei are allowed to 
move in this real, local potential curve of the complex V^T)(i?), which incor­
porates the full dependence of the nuclear motion on the incident electron 
energy. It is then straightforward to solve the vibrational Schrodinger equa­
tion
+  =  0 (3 -3 )
for energy levels and vibrational wavefunctions i ^ r ^(i?). For an arbitrary 
r ,  E (which is also the energy of the system) is not generally equal to the
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given total scattering energy E.  At each energy E , an iteration procedure is 
used to select only those values of r  which yield vibrational levels E Ta exactly 
coincident with the desired energy E . The values of r  obeying this consistency 
requirement are the desired eigenchannel electronic eigenphases rQ [in fact 
these are the eigenphases denoted fia in Eq. (2.4)]. The “unobservable” body* 
frame quantum  defect ji(e, /?) is transformed into “observable” laboratory- 
frame eigenchannel quantum  defects ra{E).
We will give in detail our reformulation of the above Greene-Jungen 
m ethod in terms of logarithmic derivative C(e, R)  defect, and will show how 
this reformulation will get around some of the difficulty in the above ^ ( t ,  /?) 
formulation. A model study using this method[23] is described in the fol­
lowing to demonstrate some im portant aspects encountered in real electron- 
molecule scattering problems.
3.1 R -m atr ix  form u lation  o f  the G reen e-J u n g en  M eth o d
The Greene-Jungen energy-dependent vibrational frame transfor­
mation m ethod was originally formulated in terms of the reaction matrix or 
quantum  defect function fj,(et R ) . [ 21] We have reformulated this method more 
directly in terms of the eigenchannel R - matrix approach of Fano and Lee.[ll] 
The advantage of using the logarithmic derivative, or R  matrix, is that aside 
from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, no other approximation is used 
to obtain the short-range R  matrix. In particular, the energy dependence of 
(/itfft) is neglected in the original treatm ent of Greene and Jungen to obtain 
the frame transformation m atrix .[21,23] This approximation can be avoided
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in the present reformulation. We also show below that in the R-m atrix for­
mulation, the normalization of the electronic wave function becomes simpler.
The spirit of the R ~matrix method [49,ll,22 j is that the short-range 
correlations, while complicated, are confined in a small finite region of space 
and can therefore be described by a complete discrete set of eigenstates even 
though the scattering state is a continuum state. At the reaction zone sur­
face, these short-range eigenstates, called the R-matrix eigenstates, have R- 
independent electronic logarithmic derivatives which serve as the initial con­
ditions for the solutions in the outer region. The m ethod is thus easy to 
combine with a MQDT treatm ent in the long range.
A short-range f2-matrix eigenstate is assumed to be a single Born- 
Oppenheimer product, as before. The clamped-nuclei (JV -hi) electronic wave 
function N  4- 1) is first solved within the reaction zone. Instead of the 
ordinary quantum  defect /i(c, /?), we define the £(c, R)  defect in terms of the 
negative logarithmic derivative of the outer electron wave function <p(r; R)  at 
r q:
tanirC(e ,R)  = ---- 1 ^  (3.4)
yj(r ;  R ) Or r=r„
Here again we ignore electronic excitations so that
+ 1) = A - ^ ' \ N ) < p ( r - , R ) ,  (3.5)r
where <£^(N ) is the target electronic wavefunction including also the angu­
lar wavefunction of the outer electron. The £(e, R)  plays the same role as 
/i(c, R)  does in the A -m atrix  representation, and contains all the short range 
information about the system required in this A-matrix formulation. They
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are related by the following equation:
U .  * ( ' . « )  =  <3-6)/<°(r o) -  S?(r o) tan  tt/i(£, R)
where ( f ° tg°) are regular and irregular basis functions (analytic in energy) 
in the zero long-range field (see Sec. 2.1), and primes denote derivatives 
with respect to r. We seek the electronic state with the following prescribed 
boundary condition:
<(« ,*) =  r .  (3.7)
Similar to the /^-matrix formulation, tan  rrr is at this point an arbitrary R- 
independent parameter, but it will be identified as an R -matrix eigenvalue 
later. The body-frame electronic energy eV)(/2) for any given value of r ,  can 
be extracted from the above equation.
Parallel to the K -matrix formulation, we can define the R -matrix 
eigenchannel potential curve K ^ ( /2 ) .  Nuclei are allowed to move along this 
potential when the electron is close to the target. Vibrational energy levels 
and corresponding wave functions are solved which parametrically depend on
the arbitrary phase r .  Requiring a vibrational energy level calculated in
this potential curve to equal the total scattering energy E  singles out a set 
of electronic eigenphases rQ(/?), the R-matrix ‘ eigenphases” .
In order to match the inner region solutions to the outer region close 
coupling solution, it is convenient at this point to introduce the “ro ta ted” base 
pair[14]
/ V )  = \ / | - / ° ( O 0 O'(ri>) - f f° ( r ) /° '( ro )] ,  (3.8)
f lV )  = - y | i / ° ( r )$ V o )  -  9 > :  f°(r o)]> (3.9)
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On the one hand we have in terms of ( / €°,ff°) the following electronic wave­
function in the inner region:
V0 ( r a ) ( r o ; R) = Afa(R){f?(r0) cos 7rC(e, fl) -  5t°(r0) sin 7rC(e, / 2 ) ] >  (3.10)
with A ^(fi)  the normalization factor[50] determined by
r V - > ( r ; * ) l ’ dr = l .  (3.11)
J o
On the other hand we can write similar to Eq. (2.4) the outer region wave­
function in the il-m atrix  representation, in the form
= NaA r ~ l ^2 ipvCva [f^{r)cos7rTa -  £°(r) sin 7rTa ] r  > r0, (3.12)
V
where Cva is the i2-matrix eigenvector. Matching the inner region and outer 
region wavefunction at r =  r0 (note tha t / ° ( r 0) = y ' 2 / n }g0(r0) = 0 , / o,( r0) =
j 0'( ro) = \ / V * )  givea
jv.(fl) (sis)
c ~ = - j f - f  (314)
Na =  ( / ! F < T°>(fl)JVa(/^)l’■« )^1/, (3.15)
Like / i(e ,/?), £(e, R)  here provides sufficient information for obtaining the 
/^-matrix eigenvalues tan 7rra and orthonormal eigenvectors Cvet.
The inverse of the usual fi-matrix, which is defined as
(R ~ l )w> -  (3.16)
a
contains the information about the complicated short range interactions in
the form of the logarithmic derivatives at r  = r0. It can be used to specify
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uniquely the outer region solutions. Cva becomes a simple Franck-Condon 
integral when the /2-dependence of the electronic wavefunction can be ne­
glected. Finally, the K  matrix is related to the R  matrix through the relation
K  =  ( R g '  +  g ) - l ( R f '  +  f),  (3.17)
where for instance F is a diagonal matrix whose r- th  element is /®(ro).
It is worth noting tha t the above /?-matrix formulation is exact, 
except tha t the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is assumed within the re­
action region. Specifically, the energy dependences of ( / ,  g) are included in 
the formulation. Besides, in the K -matrix formulation, the normalization 
factor of the electronic wavefunction
‘ ' I , . , '  <’ •»>
with
W  = { ([ f„dgt / d t j + [gt , d f t / de i) x  sin ir/*(e, f i )  cos tt/x(c, R)  
- { f tyd f t /de]  X cos37T/x(c, R)
- % ^ 9 */d€] x  sina 7T/i(e,/2)}!r=ro (3.19)
appears much more complicated than the one occurring in the R-matrix for­
mulation, Eq. (3.13).[23]
3 . 2  A  M o d e l  S t u d y  U s i n g  T h e  G r e e n e - J u n g e n  M e t h o d
The energy-dependent vibrational frame transformation has been 
applied previously to resonant e-Nj collisions.,21] In that special case, the 
phase shift could be transformed into a  smoother function of R  and e by 
eliminating the trivial energy dependence resulting from the long range wave- 
functions ( / t ,S«) at small radii (See Fig. 1 of Ref. [21]) In the following, we
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describe calculations designed to treat an energy dependence resulting purely 
from short range interactions. (This part of the work can be found in Ref. 
[23].) The models are chosen so that they are simple enough for analytical 
work (Schrodinger equations for these models are exactly solvable) while still 
showing realistic phenomena observed in electron-molecule collisions.
We consider an s-wave electron scattered from a target molecule 
whose ground state potential energy curve is tha t of a harmonic oscillator. 
The Hamiltonian of the system can then be written as follows:
H  =  h  + T  + V(r,  R),  (3.20)
where h — +  \ yM7R i is the target Hamiltonian, with reduced nu ­
clear mass fi and frequency ut, (understood to act on the rescaled nuclear 
wavefunction x»(fl) t and not on Xv(R)/R)-  R  is the internuclear distance 
measured relative to the target equilibrium separation. T  =  ~ \ h a ^ Ti a^  *8 
the kinetic energy of the J-wave projectile electron, and V(r, J2) is the in ter­
action between the electron and the target. Typical values for the nuclear 
mass fi =  1000 a.u. and frequency =  2ir x 0.002 are used in our calcula­
tions. As a crude model for electron-neutral scatterings, V(r, R)  is assumed 
to have the following form:
( 0, r  > tq,
V ( t, R )  -  I (3.21)
l K , ( r t * ) f r < r 0.
When the electron is outside the target (r  > r0), motions of the electron and 
of the target are independent — the system consists of a free electron and a 
harmonically oscillating target. Once the electron is inside the target (r < r 0), 
an elect ron-molecule complex is temporarily formed. The potential energy 
V'(r, R)  depends jointly on r and R,  implying a correlation between electronic
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motion and nuclear motion. It is this coupling tha t permits energy to be 
transferred from the incident electron to the target. The electron is ultimately 
ejected to infinity, leaving the target in one of its excited vibrational states.
Two different cases have been studied by making extreme approxi­
mations for the short range interaction Vo(r, These models are so simple 
that the exact solution can be obtained by directly solving the Schrodinger 
equation. Results of calculations using various methods can thus be compared 
with the exact solution.
3.2.1 N o n r e s o n a n t  case  The interaction is described by a 
square well with R-dependent well depth
r„(r,JZ) = u(R)  (3.22)
as shown in Fig. 9(a). For further simplicity, we take u(-ft) to be a linear 
function of R
u (R)  — Co +  c iR  (3.23)
Basically this model exemplifies one of the simplest attractive short range
interactions.
When the electron is inside the reaction zone, the short range clamped - 
nuclei electronic wavefunction, for a given arbitrary body-frame energy e, is 
solved from
= ev ( r '*R ) r  < r°- (3-24)
The negative of the logarithmic derivative at r  =  r0
{ q c o t  qr0, q3 >  0 ,
(3.25)
|?| coth i917*0, Q2 < 0,
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Figure 9. Potentials used to model the electron-molecule interation. (a) 
A simple square well for nonresonant scattering, (b) A square well with a 
barrier for resonant scattering.
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is required to equal a  prescribed value tan  n r .  The electron kinetic energy 
inside the reaction zone is given by = e -  u(/?). The value of q for 
which r  and £(c, R ) intersect (modulo 1), denoted determines the special 
solution satisfying the given boundary condition (See Fig. 10). Due to an 
exact separability of electronic and nuclear wavefunctions at r  < ro in this 
extremly simple model, q ^  does not explicitly depend on the internuclear 
distance R. (Note that this Hamiltonian is exactly separable for r < r 0 and 
also for r  > r0, but it is not separable for all r , thus permitting vibrational 
excitation to occur.)
The body-frame electronic energy is extracted as a function of R
£<’»(«) = Co + i ( « M )’ +  ci R  (3-26)
The linearity of e(T*(/I) reduces the potential curve of the electron-molecule 
compound
y (T)(fl) =  ]-tiu>2R 2 + (lT\ R )  (3.27)
£
to that of a  shifted harmonic oscillator, with the minimum shifted in R  by 
the same amount for different values of r  in this case.
Vibrational energies and corresponding wavefunctions of the nuclei 
in the adiabatic potential curve are
=  (a  +  \  V  -  +  c« ^  (3-28)
F i ' \ R )  = X<.(« + f t .) .  a  = 0 ,1 ,2 ...... (3.29)
with Xa{R + Ro) the shifted harmonic oscillator wavefunction and Rq =
C\/fiu)7 the shift of the minimum. Each vibrational energy level E ^  must
equal the given total energy E,  i.e.,
E (ar) = E.  (3.30)
» m
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Figure 10. The body-frame electronic phase parameter £(e,R)  is plotted 
as a function of the body-frame energy for a simple square well. The con­
straint that C(c, R)  equals r ,  a constant independent of R, identifies the phase- 
dependent body- frame energy c(T)(f?).
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It can be seen from Eq. (3.28) that for a given a  only one value of r ,  ra (£ ) ,  
will meet the above requirement. The eigenchannel potential curve Vi'ra\ R )  
is singled out by the coincidence of its a - th  vibrational energy level with the 
total energy E.  In Fig. 11, several eigenchannel potential curves are plotted 
for E  — 0.03a.u. For this simple model no iteration is necessary because the 
electronic eigenstates can be directly found from Eq. (3.30) combined with 
Eq. (3.28), i.e.,
q M *  = 2[E -  ( a  + l-)u> +  cl2l2 tiu>7 -  c0]. (3.31)
The calculated using this equation gives the electronic wavefunction
which satisfies the desired boundary condition
( cot q(T“)r0, q t ^ 2 > 0,
tan trra =  — S (3 32)
I coth jq ^ ^ ro ,  q(Ta)2 < 0.
The R-matrix eigenvectors C UQ, given by
C„„ = I  x , ( R ) f ' l' - ](fi )dR,  (3.33)
are overlap integrals projecting oscillator states onto shifted oscillator states 
with the same frequency. An analytical expression for Cva valid for a  > v is
given in terms of a confluent hypergeometric function by
(3.34)
= ( - l ) “ - ”Cro. (3.35)
For more general results the reader may refer to Ref. 51 j.
The R  matrix contains all the information about the short range 
interactions in the form of the logarithmic derivatives of the different in­
dependent solutions at the reaction zone surface. Following the standard
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Figure 11. Eigenchannel potential curves for a given total energy E=0.03 a.u. 
are shown vs the internuclear separation R, measured relative to the target 
potential curve minimum, as the solid curves. Each curve has one vibrational 
energy level equal to E. The target potential curve and its vibrational levels 
are also shown as dashed curves. These curves are plotted for Ci = 0.01, 
i*o = 3.
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MQDT procedures described in Chapter 2, the transition probability jSioj3 
for v =  0 to v = 1 vibrational transitions of the target is calculated. The co­
efficient Co is chosen so that the well just supports one bound state  at R — 0. 
Because we are particularly interested in relatively strong energy-dependence 
of C(e,rt), we use a large **o( = 8a.u.) and small 0^  = 0.01) (See Sec. 3.2.3). 
Fig. 10 clearly shows the strong energy dependence but weak R  dependence 
of £(e, R).  The other limit of weak energy dependence will be discussed in 
Sec. 3.2.3.
In order to study the importance of the energy-dependence, we 
also carry out calculations using the energy-independent vibrational frame 
transform ation.[6,8] The K  matrix calculated according to Eq. (2.26) is in­
dependent of the energy of the incident electron. A third method we use 
for comparison is an “energy-modified11 approach, which includes the energy 
dependence in an approximate way — the arithmetic mean of the channel 
energies, i.e., i  = (e„ e„')/2 with e„ =  E  — E v, is used in Eq. (2.26). This
is similar to the idea of Nesbet’s energy modified adiabatic m ethod,[261 al­
though Nesbet instead advocates use of the geometric mean t = y/ tv€v>. Use 
of the arithmetic mean enables us to include closed channel (ev < 0) effects, 
while correctly describing the Wigner threshold behavior also. The resulting 
K  matrix thus acquires a dependence on the energy.
Transition probabilities obtained using various methods are shown 
in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the errors of results using above methods rel­
ative to the exact solution. It clearly shows the improvement of results 
when the energy-dependence is taken into account, although even the energy - 
independent treatm ent is accurate to within about 10% for this nonresonant
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Figure 12. Transition probability from v=0 to r  = l ,  for the nonresonant 
square well. The solid curve is calculated by the energy-dependent vibra­
tional frame transformation method which is exact for this problem, the 
chain-dotted curve uses the energy-modified vibrational frame transform a­
tion method, and the dashed curve uses the energy-independent vibrational 
frame transformation.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the error in the calculated transition probabilities 
for nonresonant model, using the energy-independent vibrational frame trans­
formation method (EIV FT), the energy modified vibrational frame trans­
formation method (EM VFT), and the energy-dependent vibrational frame 
transformation method (EDVFT). The differences between the result of these 
methods and the exact calculation are shown.
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model. For this model the energy-dependent vibrational frame transform a­
tion can be shown to be exact, a t least when the version of Sec. 3.1 is used 
in place of the original Greene-Jungen trea tm en t.[21]
3 .2 .2  R e s o n a n t  case  The interaction in this case is described
by a square well with a barrier, with both the well depth and barrier height
dependent on R  as shown in Fig. 9(b)
' v ( 7 2 ) ,  0  <  r <  7*1 ,
V0( r , R ) = (3.36)
„ uj(fl), n  < r  < r0.
Here again v(R)  and «>(/?) are assumed to be linear functions of R  with 
adjustable coefficients; v(fl) = oo o-iR\ ^ (H )  — &o ■+■ biR.  This model simu­
lates a shape resonance in an electron-molecule collision. Normally the barrier 
formed in the effective potential of an electron-molecule system is centrifugal 
in na ture .[52,53] When scattering at a resonant energy, the electron builds 
up a large probability density inside the target. The long time spent by the 
electron inside the molecule is associated with a strong energy dependence of 
the phase shift.
The inner region electronic wavefunctions are solved and the loga­
rithmic derivative at r  =  r0 is given by
-  tan  « ( « ,  R)  =  c ° .[ ( r ,  -  r , ) , ]  cot pr, -  ^
qr{ cotf(r0 -  ry)q) -  prj cot prx
where p2 = 2(e — v (R) ) , q3 — 2(e — u>(/?)). A sudden rise of ( ( e ,R )  by unity
associated with the shape resonance is shown in Fig. 14. Imposing the
eigenchannel condition £(e,.ft) — r  selects the relevant electronic eigenstate 
potential curves e(r )( fl). An iteration method is applied to select eigenchannel 
phase shifts ra by requiring each vibrational energy level E to coincide
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Figure 14. Body-frame electronic phase parameter £(e,7i) is plotted as a 
function of the body-frame energy e for a square well with a barrier, showing 
a sharp resonance feature.
with the desired scattering energy E.  We construct the eigenvectors Cva 
and then the R  matrix according to Eq. (3.14) and (3.16). This is followed 
by a multichannel quantum  defect calculation of the vibrational excitation 
probabilities.
Exact solution for this resonant model can be obtained to be com­
pared with the energy-dependent calculation. The scattering probability 
shown in Fig. 15 was calculated using the following parameters: a\ — 0,Oo =  
— 0.32; Ai = 0.02, &o = 0.6; r! =  3 ,r0 =  5. The difference between the exact 
calculation and the energy-dependent frame transformation is shown in Fig. 
16, which gives a  relative error less than 2% throughout the range shown. A 
possible reason for this residual discrepancy will be given in Sec. 3.2.3.
3.2 .3  D isc u ss io n  We have shown that the energy-dependent 
vibrational frame transformation method can be successfully applied to treat 
a class of electron-molecule scattering processes where the energy dependence 
of the body-frame scattering parameters is substantial. But when the energy 
dependence becomes weaker and weaker, we must ascertain how this m ethod 
merges with more conventional methods. We have studied this limit using 
the nonresonant model.
With the nonresonant model, two limiting cases can be realized by 
choosing model parameters like r0,ci,Co. The limit of strong energy depen­
dence { d^ / d t  >> d( , /dR)  has been described in the previous section, and 
the limit of strong R  dependence {dC^/dR > >  d£/de)  is the one we are going 
to consider next. For this simple model, the following equation
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Figure 15. The transition probability from v=0  to u = l  for the square well 
with a barrier.
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Figure 16. The difference between the energy-dependent vibrational frame 
transformation treatm ent and the exact calculation for the resonant model.
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can be derived relating the R  dependence of £(e, R)  to the e dependence. The 
limit of weak energy dependence can be achieved by reducing the size of the 
reaction zone (r0) and increasing the well depth (|co|). [In our calculations, 
we always require one state to be barely bound in the well when R = 0. This 
automatically gives a restriction on r 0 and c0, i.e., — 2c0rg = ( t t /2 )3.] This will 
decrease the collision time of the electron with the target. From Eq. (3.38), 
we can see that a  large value of Ci must be chosen to obtain  an appreciable 
R  dependence when d ^ j d t  is very small. The opposite case — the limit of 
strong energy dependence — can be accordingly obtained by taking large r 0 
and small Ci, as we have described in Sec. 3.2.1.
In the limit of weak energy dependence, ci becomes large. This 
leads to large shifts in the eigenchannel potential curves relative to tha t of 
the target (/2q = Ci/fiw2). Only very high vibrational states of the eigen­
channel potentials will contribute to the overlap integrals connecting to low 
vibrational excitation channels. For high vibrational states of a harmonic 
oscillator, the wavefunctions are rapidly oscillating in the classically allowed 
region (See Fig. 17). The most appreciable contribution to the overlap in te­
gral Cvet for low v comes from the amplitude around the turning point of the 
eigenchannel potential curves, i.e.,
Cva = J  Xv( X ) F (Ta)(R )dR  -  M / O ,  (3.39)
where Ra is the intemuclear distance at the relevant turning point in the 
potential curve So as far as the overlap integral is concerned,
the eigenchannel vibrational wavefunction behaves roughly like the
Dirac delta function 6(R  — R a )- For the v =  0 case, we have explicitly shown 
the relation between Coa and Xo(H«). In particular, Xo(^2a) and CQa both
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R
Figure 17. An eigenchannel potential curve and the corresponding eigenchan- 
nel vibrational wavefunction (solid curves) with large a  in the large Ci limit 
for a given total energy E. The target potential curve (chain-dotted) and its 
first vibrational wavefunction (chain-dashed) are also plotted.
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peak at a special value of a  such that R q — Ra = 0 and exponentially decrease 
for other a ’s. Expanding Xo(#a) and Co*, about their maxima, we have up 
to the second order the following relation:
^  -  J Z .  (3.40)
Co« V LJ
which verifies the approximation — R a). A similar relation
is expected to be hold for high v as well. At the same time t„  —* £(fl,») in this 
limit because the relevant R  value for which ’Pa has appreciable amplitude is 
near R  =  R a. Accordingly the conventional vibrational frame transformation
(R~l U ‘ = j  x * ( R ) t ™ * a R ) x A R ) d R  (3.41)
is recovered from Eq. (3.16).
In the limit of weak energy dependence, the incident electron moves 
through the target so fast that it does not change the target electron distri­
bution much and directly transfers its energy to nuclear motion (direct vibra­
tional excitation). As the energy dependence becomes stronger and stronger, 
the electron spends more and more time in the target so that the electrons 
can be redistributed to form an electron-target molecular compound. The dy­
namics of the compound system can be accurately described within the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation using the eigenchannel potentials V'^Ta^ (/2). Af­
ter vibrating for some time along these potentials, this complex is deexcited
and the electron leaves the target vibrationally excited (resonant vibrational
excitation).
The essential approximation made in the energy-dependent vibra­
tional frame transformation is the assumption of a Born-Oppenheimer sep­
aration at short range. The validity of this approximation should always
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be carefully investigated. In this treatm ent the orthogonality of the R- 
matrix eigenchannel wavefunctions is a  direct test for the validity of the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation because exact eigenchannel wavefunctions 
are always orthogonal over the reaction zone surface.! 11,54] If the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation is exact, we can show that the resulting eigen­
channel R -matrix wavefunctions are orthogonal, i.e., the following integral
J -  'ffa H'&a>]drdR =  0 (3.42)
implies that the orthogonality integral then vanishes identically:
J  -  To)drdR  =  0 q #  q '. (3.43)
In the nonresonant model studied in this paper, the exact separability of the 
electronic and nuclear wavefunction within r < ro implies tha t the eigenchan­
nel wavefunctions are exactly orthogonal. Actually even the eigenchannel 
vibrational wavefunctions are orthogonal. It can be easily shown from Eq.
(3.3) that
j  F ^ W F ^ i R ^ V ^ i R )  ~ V M ( R ) ] d R  =  0 a  ^ a ' ,  (3.44)
where V”iT“l(i?) is the a th  eigenchannel potential curve. For the nonresonant 
model, the eigenchannel potential curves have the same frequencies and the 
same shifts so tha t V'(TQ)(f2)— V^ro')(i2) is a  constant. This immediately gives 
the orthogonality of -F*T“>(/?). This result is clearly related to the R  indepen­
dence of the electronic wavefunctions of the problem. But in general different 
eigenchannel potential curves are not parallel and have a different vibrational 
spectrum, as for the resonant model. The eigenchannel vibrational states are 
then no longer orthogonal because V^T,,^ (fl) — V'(r“')(/?) is a function of R.
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However, the total eigenchannel wavefunctions {i.e., including the electronic 
solution on the surface of the reaction zone) are always orthogonal as long 
as the Born Oppenheimer separation can be made. In these cases this t rea t­
ment should be quite accurate. The R  dependence of electronic eigenstates 
is significant for the resonant model problem because we take an unusually 
strong short-range resonance (See Fig. 14). The R -matrix eigenchannels are 
then only approximately orthogonal. (In the examples of Figs. 14 -  16, the 
orthogonality integrals are typically of order 10~4). When the R  dependence 
of the electronic wavefunction is substantial, adiabatic corrections and even 
nonadiabatic effects may become essential.
This treatm ent can be easily extended to include adiabatic correc­
tions. W ith the normalization in Eq. (3.11), the eigenchannel potential 
including the adiabatic correction term  can then be written as follows (for 
the model problems treated here),
V'<T">(JR) = VV(R) + € ^ ( R )  +- r  \ d ^ / d R \ 7dr. (3.45)
2 fi J o
The last term  in the above equation is the adiabatic correction which can 
be easily evaluated. We have shown th a t  the R -matrix eigenchannel wave­
functions are orthogonal, but only to within the accuracy of the adiabatic 
approximation. Any nonorthogonality can be a ttr ibu ted  to nonadiabatic ef­
fects within r < r0, which is the main limitation of the method.
Another disadvantage of this method is the iteration procedure 
needed for its implementation in the most general form. Except for some 
extremely simple dependences of /i(e,7?) or £(e, R)  on e and on R,  in which 
they can be parameterized by simple analytical forms as in Ref. [21’, the 
iterative procedure for selecting the eigenchannel phaseshifts at each energy
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E  could be time consuming in some applications. Possibly this procedure can 
eventually be “streamlined” along the lines of Ref. [55] to give the energy 
dependence of the R  matrix more efficiently.
An im portant point asserted in Greene-Jungen m ethod is that within 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the short range body-frame quantum  
defect ft) provides sufficient information to calculate the full scattering 
matrix. It is shown in Sec. 3.2 [Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18)] tha t the value of 
the electronic wavefunction on the boundary r — r 0 is directly determined by 
/i(e, R)  or £(e, ft), verifying tha t no more information than /i(e, ft) or C(e, -ft) is 
needed to obtain the K  matrix or ft matrix. Because the Born-Oppenheimer 
separation serves as a good approximation at short range for most elect ron- 
molecule collisions, the energy-dependent vibrational frame transformation 
provides an effective way to treat the energy-dependence of scattering pa­
rameters. When non-Born-Oppenheimer effects are im portant, knowledge of 
/i(e, ft) £(e, ft) is not sufficient to determine the scattering matrix, because 
the eigenchannel electronic wavefunctions are needed inside r < r 0 in or­
der to evaluate the adiabatic and nonadiabatic correct ion s(See the adiabatic 
correction term  in Eq. (3.45) for example).
C H A P T E R  4
ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION OF THE ROVIBRATIONAL
FRAME TRANSFORMATION
As we discussed in the previous chapter, most theoretical treatm ents 
of electron-molecule resonant scattering introduce some kind of elect ron- 
molecule compound potentials to incorporate the strong coupling between 
the electrons and the nuclei. The energy-dependent vibrational frame trans­
formation of Greene and Jungen,[21,23l described in the previous chapter, 
defines a  set of eigenchannel compound potentials which are extracted from 
the body-frame quantum  defect function fi(e, R). In this chapter, we present, 
also within the framework of multichannel quantum  defect theory, an a lterna­
tive energy-dependent rovibrational frame transformation approach.[36] We 
show that the definition of compound potentials is unneccessary, and that 
/i(e, R),  along with the target Born-Oppenheimer potential curve, is all one 
needs to describe the coupling of electronic and nuclear motions during scat­
tering. Thus this new treatm ent avoids complicated procedures (like iteration 
and inversion in the previous method) to give a simpler description. In what 
follows we first give the full formulation of this approach. Applications of 
this m ethod to study rovibrational Rydberg levels of Hj, and the vibrational 
excitation of H2 and Nj by electron collision, are discussed at the end.
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4.1 F orm u lation
We consider again a problem having a single electronic channel. 
The description of electronic excitation of the target within our approach is 
not yet understood, although the electronically elastic effects of higher-lying 
target states are fully included. Electronically inelastic channels have been 
treated by Raseev and co-workers[56], and by Ross and Jungen[57] in the 
content of MQDT, although both studies neglect the energy dependence of 
short-range scattering parameters. Following the usual MQDT treatm ent, we 
apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation at small electron distances, and 
use a laboratory-frame close coupling expansion in the asymptotic region.
4.1.1 I n n e r  R e g io n  S o lu t io n s  Our goal is to solve the Schro- 
dinger equation inside the reaction zone at a given total energy E.  The 
solution in this region is a  Born-Oppenheimer product of an electronic wave­
function + 1) and a nuclear wavefunction F ( R )
9  = + l )F (R ) .  (4.1)
The electronic eigenstates are obtained first in the body-frame fixed on the 
nuclei (all electronic coordinates are referred to the body-frame)[58,8j
+  1 )  =  i -  1 ) ,  ( 4 . 2 )
with a definite electronic angular momentum component A along the inter- 
nuclear axis. Then the nuclear Schrodinger equation can be solved[58]
l - j i - V i  + KiJV,-‘>(B) +  A*COt„ 7  + — -  E ' < = 0.2 f i y  2 f i f f R 7 y n R 2 s in f l  o<p
(4.3)
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Here is the electronic Ham iltonian including the electronic kinetic energy, 
the  interaction between each electron and the nuclei, the interaction between 
the  electrons, and also the internuclear interaction. R  is the internuclear 
distance, (9 ,0 ) are the angles determ ining the orientation of the internuclear 
axis with respect to the laboratory-fram e, f i s  is the reduced nuclear mass. 
W riting F ( R ,  0 ,0 ) = the above equation reduces to  the
following two equations:[58,40]
t ^ - ^ ( s i n  < 4 )  +  - r - y W A  1) -  A1 -  A1 co t' =  0sin 0 do do sin 0 sin 0
(4.4)
and
+  V^ R )  +  v  -  =  ° -  ( 4 5 >
where J  and M  are to tal angular m om entum  and its 2-component of the 
whole system. (0 ,0 ) — m(®) ** t i^e we^ known symmetric top
function,[40,6] describing the overall rotations of the entire molecular system  
in space.
Most approaches in the literature[27,10,29,30,21] trea t resonances 
by solving the (^V + l)-electronic wavefunction Eq. (4.2) with some pre­
scribed boundary conditions at the reaction zone boundary r =  r0. The 
Greene-J ungen m ethod, [21,23] for instance, requires the logarithmic deriva­
tive of the electronic wavefunction to equal an R- in depen dent param eter r .  
In this m anner electron-molecule compound potential curves VaN+1 (^-J?) are 
defined. Our approach starts from a different point of view. For scattering 
problems, the boundary values of the electronic wavefunctions are usually 
not known in advance since the scattering electron is in a continuum  sta te
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(although the wavefunction of the N  target electrons is assumed to be neg­
ligible beyond r0). In o ther words, different compound potentials can be 
determ ined according to different given boundary conditions. This gives rise 
to a fundam ental arbitrariness in specifying the fixed-nuclei energy of the 
(N + l)  electrons. [Of course not every + will satisfy Eq. (4.5) for 
a given total energy E t but there are still a continously infinite num ber of 
choices.] Thus for a  given to ta l energy E,  there exist an infinite num ber of 
degenerate Born-Oppenheim er solutions to the full short-range Schrodinger 
equation, before boundary conditions are imposed on the scattering electron 
wavefunction. This enables us to single out any particularly convenient set of 
Born-Oppenheim er eigenstates from this infinitely degenerate set by choosing 
V lN + ' \ R )  appropriately. It should be noticed th a t this degeneracy results 
purely from the arbitrariness which exists in specifying boundary conditions 
on the electronic wave functions. (This infinite degeneracy is related to the 
infinite num ber of R  values, or of the conjugate vibrational channels, ra ther 
than to the partial-wave degeneracy familiar in electron-molecule scattering.) 
As a m atter of fact, the different compound potential-energy m ethods m en­
tioned earlier each correspond to a different choice of V’J| /'f + 1^ (iZ).
We identify a parficu/ar/y simple and convenient class of short-range 
Born-Oppenheim er eigenstates at to tal scattering energy E  from this infinite 
num ber of possible choices. The nuclear wavefunctions in this set are required 
to be those of target nuclei, i.e., we use a  compound potential which is the 
potential curve of the molecular target V^^(J2) except for an A-independent 
constant e:
VlK* " (R )  = V ^ \ R )  + «. (4.6)
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Nuclear wavefunctions XAJv(R) an^ their corresponding energy eigenvalues 
E \ j v can be obtained by solving Eq. (4.5) with the above target potential. 
Thus for each to ta l energy E,  e is quantized according to
fAJu ~ E  ~ E/ijv. (4.7)
Since caJv is ^-independent, our com pound potential curves are parallel to 
that of the target.
This class of Born-Oppenheim er states consists of a very special 
representation of the short-range compound states: W hen the electron is 
in the vicinity of the molecular target, the nuclei continue to move along 
the target potential curve as if they did not experience any force due to the 
scattering electron. This description of the short-range physics is especially 
simple despite the fact th a t the interaction between the scattering electron 
and the target is complicated and strong in this region of space. Since the 
potential curve of the target is usually known, one needs no additional effort 
to evaluate the compound potential-energy curves nor their vibrational wave 
functions.
In the body-frame, when the scattering electron leaves the core (r  > 
r0), a  Born-Oppenheim er electronic wavefunction can be w ritten as
+1) = MVW’--1 E M*'./)!/*„,.( r ) c i i , ( t l l J „ r ) -
l
Sl«Aj.(r )<H'(eA J.,* )]. (4.8)
where V»a'*(1V) ls the target electronic state  (for simplicity, we assume A0 = 0, 
i.e., a  E target electronic sta te), and (/i*AJ. ) arc regular and irregu­
lar radial solutions (evaluated at the asym ptotic energy e \ j v ) of the outer 
electron in the appropriate long range field of the target, *s t *ie
angular wavefunction of the outer electron (primes indicate that the angles 
are referred to the body-frame). The matrices cA and s A contain all the in ­
formation about the interaction between the incident electron and the target 
in the body-fram e, and can be obtained from ab initio calculations.
O ur special Born-Oppenheim er eigenstates for r  > r 0 can be w ritten
as:
* } ? .  =  ( . V ) X U ^ R )  r - 1 x ;  X < '* 1 ( r ' ,  f l ) X
[ /w J. ( r )c« '(eAJv,JR) (4.9)
Here again X j £ f ( r \  R)  is an eigenfunction of to ta l angular m om entum  with 
the outer electron angular wavefunction in the body-frame, as in Eq. (2.24). 
It should be noted th a t although we are writing a Born-Oppenheim er eigen­
sta te  in the outer region, we will only use this solution in the vicinity of the 
reaction surface.
4 .1 .2  E n e rg y -d e p e n d e n t  f ra m e  t r a n s fo rm a tio n  In the 
outer region, the Born-Oppenheim er separation no longer serves as a good 
approxim ation. A full laboratory-fram e description should be used. The in­
dependent solution in this region is expanded in term s of a complete set of 
eigenstates of the target together with the outer electron’s angular wavefunc-
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where the x/v+«+(fi) are the target nuclear eigenfunctions. The I  and J  m a­
trices, containing all the scattering inform ation required in the laboratory- 
frame, are obtained by m atching the above equation to the inner region solu­
tion, Eq. (4.9), at r  = r0. The rovibrational frame transform ation matrices 
can be obtained as follows:
f/TV + tf+./'Av =  — E/| '*a j» ) 9 l N  + v*  ] + tt+ ,1'Ati —TT
\9l'ti.j,i9lN + v+ l^jjv + v+.CAv)) (4.11)
2
J l N  + v* ,1’ Aw =  " ~ ^ J V  + a (  t  / w + w +  j C ( J V  + v + , J ' A u  —7T
i flN + v+]^IPf + v+ (4*12)
where [/,$ ] denotes a radial W ronskian evaluated at r 0.
The above equations consist of two parts: rotational and vibrational 
parts. The rotational frame transform ation (C^ Jv+a) *b simply a trivial geom et­
rical transform ation since it relates an angular m om entum  eigenstate relevant 
in the inner region (where A is a good quantum  num ber) to  one relevant in
the outer region (where N *  is a good quantum  num ber). The vibrational
frame transform ation is accomplished by the following integrations of the 
short-range scattering param eters cj), and s$, over vibrational wavefunctions 
of the target:
ClN+v+,l'\v ~  j  XN*v+{R)cU‘{f KJv, R)XAJv(R)dR,  (4.13)
S in + v+ ,l'Av — I  XN+»+{R)sfi>(eAJv,R)XAJv(R)dR. (4.14)
It should be noted that both Xlv+v+(R) and XaJ u( R )  are evaluated in the 
same target potenti al V '^^(fi). But XN+t,+ (R)  is calculated with J  replaced 
by N + and A by A0 in Eq. (4.5). Finally the short-range reaction m atrix can
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be formed as K = J I _1, and the closed channels can be “elim inated” in the 
usual sense of MQDT.
If only one partial wave of the outer electron is dom inant in the 
asym ptotic region, then c A and s A reduce to
c \ e , R )  = ^ 'A(e,tf)cos7r<A(e,fl), (4-15)
aA(e ,/l)  -  A/\(e, R )  sin 7t£a(c, fi), (4.16)
where Ca(«* fl) is the body-frame logarithmic derivative and the norm alization 
factor N A(eyR)  is determ ined from Or in
some applications the quantum  defect jx(e,J2) can be used if evaluations of 
the corresponding norm alization factor ]as given in Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19)] 
can be simplified. Moreover, for purely vibrational interactions, Eq. (4.11), 
for instance, reduces to
Af+ i f - ' i f v  + ' i 9 v  + ; ’ ~  i 9 v  * ’ > 9 v  + ] + v + ' * ( ^ ' ^ )
where
C„+„+- =  J  X v - (^ )^ (« „ +-,fl)cos7rC(eu+' , f l ) x u+' ( ^ ) ^ -  (4.18)
A similar expression holds for except with cos replaced by sin.
4 .1 .3  D iscu ssion  The special choice made for the inner region 
Born-Oppenheim er solutions enables us to obtain the rovibrational frame 
transform ation equations (4.11 )-(4.14), which include the energy dependence 
of the short-range scattering param eters in a very simple and explicit way. 
Furtherm ore, the energy dependence of (/,<?), if im portan t, is also included 
in the frame transform ation. W hen this energy dependence can be neglected,
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as assumed in most of the initial frame transform ation studies, we find
R f f * v + , l ' A v  —* + a n ( * ^ l N * v + . l ' f i v  —* l ^ N J+ \ ^ t N  + v*  I t  C&tl
be shown tha t the energy-independent rovibrational frame transform ation in 
C hapter 2 is a special case of the present approach. In the limit of weak 
energy dependence (and consider a single partial wave in the outer region), 
we have
/.v+v+,Av = tfjv*A /  XN+v+{RWA(R)cosnnA(R )xA jv(R)dR .  (4.19)
M ultiplying the above equation by J Xn +'«+'(R^XAJv iR ^ d R '  an<I sum ­
ming over v and A gives
^ N  + v*  .Af+ 'o* '  =  ^  + .Av X A J v i X w  + ' v * '  ^ J V  + 'A
An
=  < X » - .* . .V A ( * ) » « i r /*A( J l ) |* w. .„ . .  > U«/.\K.
A
(4.20)
It should be noted th a t the completeness condition Ixajo > <  X.Wul =  1 
is needed to  derive Eq. (4.20), but this cannot be used analogously in Eq.
(4.13), because of the energy dependence of the quantum  defect. The reaction 
m atrix  constructed according to J I _1 reduces to the familiar form as in the 
Eq. (2.26) in C hapter 2. The norm alization factor A/a drops out in this limit 
if the vibrational basis is complete.
In the energy-dependent vibrational frame transform ation m ethod 
in the previous chapter, Greene and Jungen define a class of potential-energy 
curves of the electron-molecule comlex, as given in Eq. (3.1). This po ten­
tial is extracted from the body-frame quantum  defect function p (t, R)  by 
“inverting” the constraint f i{ t ,R )  = r ,  with r  an arbitrary  ^-independent
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eigenphase param eter. An iteration procedure m ust then be used to select 
special values of the phase param eter ra(E )  for each given to ta l energy E  
such tha t the compound potential curve has its a th  vibrational energy level 
coincident with the given energy E. Except for a limited num ber of simple 
forms for the energy dependence of the quantum  defect, th is m ethod be­
comes cumbersome to implement. The present m ethod, however, bypasses 
the concept of the compound potential energy curves (more precisely, our 
com pound potential is the target potential), which avoids the iteration , in­
version, and other complications in the previous m ethod to  give a simpler 
and more transparent m ethod to  incorporate effects of the body-frame en­
ergy dependence. Since /x(e, R ) contains all the information one needs, along 
with the target potential curve, it is unneccessary to extract any compound 
potential from fj.(e,R). Another advantage of the present m ethod is tha t 
the energy-independent frame transform ation is naturally recovered in the 
weak energy-dependent limit from the more general energy-dependent case, 
as shown in Eqs. (4.20). This limit is less obvious formally (and even more 
difficult to dem onstrate numerically) in the previous form ulation, as can be 
seen from Sec. 3.2.3 of C hapter 3.
A drawback of our treatm ent is th a t the rovibrational frame tran s­
form ation matrices I  and J  need to be evaluated for each given to ta l scattering 
energy E  for the most general energy dependence of //(e, J?) or C(e,/?). This 
could become time consuming in some applications. But in many cases, the 
energy dependence of fi(e, R) (or £(e, ii))  can be fitted to simple analytical 
forms, as dem onstrated below in the vibrational excitation of by electron
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impact (where a  Breit-W igner profile is used to describe the energy depen­
dence) and in calculations of rovibrational energy levels of Hi (where a linear 
energy dependence can be used). Thus the energy is factored out of the in­
tegrations, which consequently can be obtained once and for all. Another 
disadvantage of this treatm ent is tha t the direct extension of this m ethod to 
include dissociation is not obvious. However, we will show in the next chap­
ter th a t the  current Born-Oppenheim er eigenstates, together with the frame 
transform ation wavefunctions, can be used as basis functions in a variational 
72-matrix treatm ent of com peting ionization and dissociation processes.
4.2 V ib ra t io n a l  e x c i ta t io n  in  o f  e -N j dirg r e s o n a n t  s c a t te r in g
The first application of this rovibrational frame transform ation 
m ethod to be discussed involves the vibrational excitations of Nj by electron 
impact. This system has been studied extensively both theoretically and 
experim entally.[27,59,7] It is well known that the dir8 negative ion resonant 
state dom inates the excitation processes. Greene and J ungen [21] calculated 
vibrational excitation cross sections for this system using their energy depen­
dent vibrational frame transform ation m ethod. Thus this system  provides us 
with an im portan t test case for our m ethod.
The Breit-W igner profile is used to approxim ate the energy depen­
dence of the scattering phase shift fi°(e,i2), as in Refs. [59,21]:
.a  (4.21)
Here /x°(e, R) is the I = 2 phase shift referred to  the analytical long-range 
base pair ( f 0,g°). The energy dependence of this base pair, which vanishes 
in the lim it of r  —+ 0, is neglected since the reaction zone radius is small.
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Due to the simple energy dependence of f i° ( t ,R )  and ATfe,/?), the I  and J  
matrices can be calculated in the following way:
2ir 1/7
2 i r 1 / 2 €0( R ) x v*'(R)dR,
i/a
x v, ' (R )d R .
(4.22)
(4.23)
All integrals in these equations are independent of energy and need to be
calculated only once. The reaction m atrix is exactly symmetric in this case
if a complete vibrational basis is included. It can be easily shown first tha t 
K ' l ( =  U “ l ) is symmetric. We may write /„+„+< = ev+'Av+v+> -  B v + v + -, 
where A and B are the first and second matrices in Eq. (4.22) and both are
symmetric. J - 1  is exactly —2A. So we have
(4.24)
«+
with
(4.25)T  ° ( R ) ‘
Thus K _ l  (also K )  is symmetric since both term s in Eq. (4.24) are sym m et­
ric.
Standard MQDT procedures are then used to  calculate the prob­
abilities |5„o|2 for vibrational excitations from the ground vibrational sta te  
V = 0 to  excited vibrational states v — 1 to v — 7. The results are shown 
in Fig. 18. They agree with those obtained by Greene and Jungen[21’ to an 
accuracy of be tter than  10~a. The complicated m odulations are signatures 
of the existence of the compound sta te , which is a shape resonance. This
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Figure 18. Cross sections for vibrational excitation of Nj from u =  0 to v = 
1,2, ...7 using the present formulation (right) compared with the experim ental 
(E hrhard t and VVillman, Ref. '60;) and theoretically fitted (Ref. 59;) cross 
sections (left), from Ref. 2 1 . The differences between present results and 
those of Greene and J ungen are not visible on the scale of this graph.
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is a particularly striking verification of the validity of this approach, since 
all previous m ethods capable of quantitatively describing the e-Nj resonant 
cross sections made use of some type of vibrational wave functions calculated 
in a  compound potential curve, as in the boomerang model/27]
4 .3  R o v ib ra t io n a l  e n e rg y  levels o f  low  ly in g  R y d b e rg  s ta te s  o f  H 3 
A second application has been made to a very different system: the 
rovibrational Rydberg bound levels of Hj. This system  provides another test 
of our frame transform ation m ethod, since it was originally form ulated for 
scattering problems. As in all previous work, MQDT should perm it a unified 
treatm ent of the continuum  and bound Rydberg channels.
We calculated the rovibrational energy levels of H2 in Z J '^ 'S u ) , 
and D ^ I I u )  electronic states. Since a Rydberg electron in a 
£  sta te  can penetrate deep into the core region, the energy dependence (n  
dependence) of /xi is stronger than that of ^n- Accordingly we neglect the 
energy dependence of the II state , and fit the energy dependence of pj; to a> 
linear function of energy connecting the B'  and B"  states:
R) = /i4 r(R) + f ( R ) { t  -  e4z(R)}.  (4.26)
Here ( /i) and fi 4^ (R)  are the electronic energy and body-frame quantum  
defect of the Z?" states, respectively. The slope f ( R )  is thus given by f { R)  = 
Iv-ax(R) ~  /*3i:(R)!/[*4i;(R) — *se(Z2)]. As in the calculation of Na vibrational 
excitations, we neglect the energy dependence of the long-range Coulomb 
functions ( f , g )  (I = 1)- Table 4.1 shows the first eight calculated J  — 0 
levels of the B " state  (levels with v > 5 are autoionizing states above the 
ionization threshold). For J  = 0 states, there is no rotational coupling and
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1: Energy levels of B"  sta te  of H2, in cm 1 (J
v Present JA Exptl.
0 116883.4 116885.2 116886.0
1 118945.1 118945.4 118945.0
2 120869.4 120869.9 120869.4
3 122659.3 122654.6 122656.4
4 124308.0 124307.7 124307.7
5 125853.3 125855.7 125850.2
6 127090.0 127096.7 127094.5
7 128307.6 128311.3 128306.8
Table 4.2: Energy levels of B ' sta te  of Hj, in cm 1 (J
V Present JA Exptl.
0 110528.8 110529.3 110528.93
1 112403.6 112404.7 112403.75
2 114117.2 114119.0 114118.25
3 115644.5 115647.7 115646.78
the levels are obtained by pure vibrational frame transform ation using J2).
In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we show energy levels of the B'  and D  states for 
J  — 1. In this case, we explicitly consider the coupling between £  and II 
states through the rovibrational frame transform ation. For the most part, 
the energy-independent results of Jungen and Atabek (denoted JA in the 
tab les)[8] are reproduced in all these calculations, showing how the small
Table 4.3: Energy levels of D  state of Hj, in cm 1 [J — 1)
V Present JA Exptl.
0 112934.7 112934.6 112935.5
1 115155.5 115155.3 115155.8
2 117251.3 117251.3 117251.6
3 119217.3 119218.6 119217.6
4 121064.0 121062.4
5 122787.0 122787.4
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discrepancies between the experim ental energy levels (denoted Exptl. in the 
tables)[61] and the MQDT calculations of Jungen and Atabek are apparently  
not caused by their neglect of d p /d t .
4.4  V ib ra t io n a l  e x c i ta t io n s  o f  H j b y  e le c tro n  co llis ion
It has been known for some time that the H* (a£„ ) shape resonance 
at about 3eV  incident electron energy plays a role in the vibrational excitation 
cross sections of Hj by low energy electron scattering (below 5eV).[7] Angular 
distribution m easurem ents shows tha t the scattering electron has mostly p- 
wave character. This resonance sta te  is short-lived (having a decay w idth of 
several eV) at small intem uclear distances R  and becomes a  true bound sta te  
for R  > 3a.u. Therefore, there is no clear evidence of the existence of this 
resonant sta te  in the elastic scattering cross section, as this probes the small-A 
region where it is extremely broad. The study of rovibrational excitations and 
dissociative attachm ent helps to probe the large-R  region where the resonance 
is long-lived. Both theoretical studies based on resonance m odels,[62,63] and 
on nonresonant descriptions,[7] are present in the literature. Our study does 
not explicitly invoke a compound sta te , as we described earlier, although 
all the electronic and nuclear couplings are included in the quantum  defect 
function in the form of its energy dependence, in addition to its R  dependence.
The calculation is based on an ab initio fixed-nuclei 1 = 1 quantum  
defect function fi(e, R ), calculated very recently by Robicheaux.[63] We fol­
low a logarithmic derivative form ulation using the ^-defect instead of p(c, R ), 
because £(e, R) is a monotonic ally-increasing function of energy. Moreover, 
by including the energy dependence of ( / , g) in £(e,/2), we can avoid some
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analytical complications in evaluating the norm alization factor in the elec­
tronic wavefunction. Figure 19 shows the fixed-nuclei quan tum  defect /x(c, R)  
and the corresponding logarithm ic derivative £(e,f?) defect a t r  = 7 a.u. as 
functions of both the electronic energy t  (m easured from the Hj ground elec­
tronic sta te) and the intem uclear distance R. It is seen th a t including the 
energy dependences of ( f , g )  results in a m uch stronger energy dependence of
Our reaction zone is chosen to be within the region r < 7 a.u . and 
R  < 3.5 a.u . We do not explicitly consider ro tational excitations in this tre a t­
m ent. The vibrational frame transform ation can be carried out by evaluating 
the following m atrix  elements:
c v+v.> = J  x vA R W ( ^ ' ^ ) ^ s 7 r C { € v, ' , R ) x v, ' ( R ) d R  (4.27)
with Af(ev+i, R)  given simply by (#£ /9e)~ 1/2[t=t +,. A sim ilar equation for 
SB+(I+« can be obtained by replacing cos by sin. W ith these energy-dependent 
frame transform ation m atrices, we may apply standard  MQDT procedures 
to evaluate the final crosB sections.
Fig. 20 gives our result for vibrational excitation from the ground 
vibrational level to the first and second excited levels. We show in Fig. 21 
the vibrational excitation cross sections starting  from excited initial states 
H j(v). It is seen that the fine structures due to  the negative ion sta te  2JE* 
begin to emerge more clearly as v increases. Since the  resonance sta te  is so 
broad for small internuclear distances, the resonant structures can hardly be 
seen for lower excitations. However, for higher excitations, the nuclei can 
be stretched into the region where the resonance becomes long-lived. For 
higher excitations (v = 3 —* v = 4), our results begin to differ from those of
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Figure 19. Body-frame quantum  defect (a) and <(c, R)  defect (at
r ~  7a.u.) (b) are shown as functions of both body-frame electronic energy e 
and internuclear distance R.
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Figure 20. V ibrational excitation cross section from v = 0 to v = 1 (a), and 
v = 0 to  v = 2 (b). Present results (+ )  are shown along with the calculation 
of Robicheaux (— ) using a modified Greene-Jungen m ethod. Experim ental 
results (o) are also shown. 64]
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Figure 21. Y'ibrational excitation cross section in e-Ha scattering, from t; = 0 
to v = 1 (solid lines), ti =  1 to v = 2 (dashed lines), t> = 2 to v = 3 (chain- 
dotted lines), and u = 3 to i> = 4 (dotted lines), (a) Present calculation, (b) 
results calculated by Robicheaux.
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Robicheaux. Part of the reason for th is is that we neglect the dissociation 
process in our calculation. As vibrational states (either initial or final) be­
come higher, dissociative attachm ent will increasingly play a significant role. 
The next chapter addresses the incorporation of such dissociative channels 
into this approach.
C H A P T E R  5
P R E L I M I N A R Y  S T U D Y  O F  I O N I Z A T I O N  A N D  
D I S S O C I A T I O N  P R O C E S S E S  
5 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
The complexity of a molecular system derives largely from its m ul­
tiple fragm entation channels.[7] In all preceding chapters, we described how 
to trea t rovibrational couplings in the ionization (or electron detachm ent) 
channels in which one electron either remains in a high bound level, or else 
escapes to  infinity in a continuum  state . We discussed how the in terchan­
nel interaction affects the spectra and scattering processes, and how M QDT, 
with a  frame transform ation, is able to  account for non-Born-Oppenheim er 
effects resulting from large electron distances or from a non-negligible time 
delay of the outer electron in the reaction zone. In this chapter, we are going 
to  study how nonadiabatic effects cause the most basic reactive process — the 
conversion of electronic energy into nuclear motion, leading to  dissociation of 
the molecule.
Molecular dissociation processes have been subjected to  extensive 
theoretical and experim ental studies.[65,17,31,62] Typical examples include 
the energy spectra of Hi above the dissociation limit (predissociation)[66] 
and the com petition between dissociation and ionization processes. [17] Fig. 
22 shows potential energy curves of Hi and H, which are relevant in this 
study. A particular level in the D  Born-Oppenheim er state, (v = 3, J  = 2)
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Figure 22. Potential curves of Hj relevant to this study.
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for example, lies above the H (ls)+ H (2 /) dissociation lim it, and will predis­
sociate through the interaction with the continua of the low lying B ' , C , and 
B  electronic states. In the photoabsorption cross section, a clear Beutler- 
Fano profile, which is well known in atomic autoionization, will appear as 
a result of the interference between this indirect photodissociation through 
the bound level and the direct photodissociation channel. A Fano-profile 
analysis[66] shows th a t the rotational (Coriolis) coupling of the D  and B ' 
states is responsible for the observed predissociation. A nother typical ex­
ample where dissociation plays an im portan t role is the ionization process. 
Usually, ionization is a much more frequent process than dissociation since 
the electron is so much lighter and easier to excite than the nuclei. How­
ever, due to the coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom, 
a dissociative pathw ay can dom inate in some cases (like dissociation-induced 
ionization). [17,14]
In order to  describe all of these complicated electronic and nuclear 
interactions occurring when ionizing and dissociating processes com pete, Ju n ­
gen proposed an eigenchannel fi-m atrix  trea tm en t.[17] He showed that a 
body-fram e quantum  defect function f i \ (R )  contains sufficient inform ation 
to  account for the coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of free­
dom at short-range. As in all MQDT trea tm en ts, the configuration space is 
divided into several regions according to the different interactions dom inant 
in these regions. In order to  describe ionization and dissociation processes, 
we consider a two-dimensional configuration space spanned by the radial co­
ordinate r  of the outer electron and the intem uclear distance R  as in Fig. 23. 
The reaction zone (region I) is within the region r < r i ,  R  < R q. Beyond r 2
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Figure 23. Configuration space describing ionization and dissociation pro­
cesses.
(Ao), all relevant bound electronic (vibrational) wavefunctions are negligible. 
Specifically, r a should be taken large enough to include not only the molecular 
core, but also the entire electronic states responsible for dissociation. Only 
the Rydberg electron is able to go beyond this region. Thus a laboratory- 
frame close coupling type expansion like in Eq. (2.1) or Eq. (2.4) can be used 
in region II. On the other hand, only the nuclear vibrational wavefunctions 
in the dissociation channels are allowed in region III where the nuclei sepa­
rate  along well-defined Born-Oppenheim er potential curves. W avefunctions 
in region IV are required to vanish since the dissociative ionization process 
{hv  + H a — +  e, for instance) is not fully understood within the MQDT 
description, and since they become im portant only at considerably higher 
energies than  are treated  here.
All the complicated electron-nuclei coupling is confined to  this small 
region of space. In Jungen’s approach, the configuration space (region 1)
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along the  electronic direction is further subdivided into three regions: r j is 
the distance at which the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation sta rts  to break 
down, while r<> corresponds to  the size of the ionic molecular core. A Born- 
Oppenheim er type eigenfunction is used within region r < r l t R  < Ro while 
a laboratory-fram e multichannel expansion is used in the region < r < 
r2 , R  < Ro• A Fano-Lee type eigenchannel R -m atrix  calculation[ll] is then 
set up in this region to  determ ine the logarithmic derivatives ( R -m atrix  eigen­
values) iteratively as we mentioned in previous chapters.
MQDT is then UBed to  propagate the solution from region I to 
the asym ptotic regions II and III in the relevant long-range fields using the 
given boundary conditions on the reaction zone surface. In th is way, Jungen 
was able to account for the branching ratio  of ionization to  dissociation ob­
served in the photoabsorption experim ent of H2.(18] Greene, using a related 
form ulation,[14] was able to calculate the position and the predissociation 
Hnewidth of the D (v = 3, J  — 2) s ta te , which are in good agreem ent with 
experim ental results.[61]
A disadvantage of the  Fano-Lee eigenchannel R  m atrix  approach, 
as we discussed in previous chapters, is the iteration procedure involved. 
We have reform ulated an alternative treatm ent based on a noniterative R - 
m atrix  approach .[54] Since no iteration is needed in this new m ethod, it 
should be more efficient to implement in numerical calculations. However, 
as this is only a preliminary study a t this stage, future explorations will be 
required to fully understand the complicated interaction between electronic 
and nuclear motions. In what follows, we first summarize the noniterative 
eigenchannel R -m atrix m ethod .[54] The full theoretical form ulation of our
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m ethod is presented, using the  noniterative /2-matrix m ethod. Finally we 
show a few test calculations using this method.
5 .2  S u m m a ry  o f  th e  n o n ite ra t iv e  e ig e n c h a n n e l R - m a tr ix  m e th o d
We summarize in this section the noniterative eigenchannel /2-matrix 
m ethod[54] in the molecular context. The Ham iltonian for a molecular sys­
tem  can be w ritten as
"  = + v ’ (5 1 )
where the first term  refers to  the nuclear kinetic energy (/ijv is the reduced
nuclear mass), the second term  is the sum of kinetic energies of all electrons
(m , is mass of the electron), and V is potential energy between all particles 
in the system. We start from the well-known Ritz variational principle for 
energy eigenvalues of a m any-particle system in the reaction zone volume 12:
» /n*-(-sb;n-s!svj + v)*a,
E   -------------------- v r w l  ' ( 5 2 )
This equation can equally well be w ritten as follows after applying G reen’s
theorem:
E  = f  f  ( —  V r V ‘ ■ V /i*  + * V P#  +  * ‘V*)du>
L/n 2us  2m e
where the additional surface integrals are over the surface £  enclosing the 
reaction zone (with £ P and E* denoting the r = r3 and the R  = Rq surface, 
respectively), dty/dri  is the normal derivative on the surface E. The eigen­
channel /2-matrix m ethod of Fano and Lee[ll,14j first determ ines a complete
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set of discrete eigenstates for a  given arbitrary  (mass weighted) 63] logarith­
mic derivative 6 on the reaction surface
{ d * / d n  -+- = 0, (5.4)
{ d V /d n  + fcm .¥)!Er = 0. (5.5)
For an arb itrary  logarithmic derivative 6, the energies of these R -m atrix eigen­
states £ n(6) are generally not equal to the to tal scattering energy of the sys­
tem  E. This m ethod then selects, with the help of an iteration procedure, a 
set of kg which yield eigenstates ^lg having the same desired to ta l energy E.  
Rewriting Eq. (5.3) as
rn [ - - L V * # - . v Ry  -  - L v r* '  ■ v rv  -  2 # ‘( e  -  v )v )<l ,
b{E)  = Jn [ ^  T T j " ------------ -----------, 5.6)
we find the above procedure is equivalent to varying the logarithmic derivative 
6 at a constant scattering energy E,  instead of varying E  for a  given b as in 
the Ritz variational m ethod. In other words, Eq. (5.6) can be shown to be a 
variational expression for b.[54]
The drawback of this (Fano-Lee) m ethod is the necessity of iteration 
to determ ine bp at each energy. However, the  tedious iteration can be avoided 
by the following procedure.[54] The tria l function 'P is represented in term s 
of a set of basis functions y*: These basis functions y* need
not be orthogonal, nor must they have any particular logarithm ic derivative 
on the reaction zone surface. As a m atter of fact, it is desirable for them  to 
have a variety of boundary values. Inserting the above trial function into Eq. 
(5.6), the stationary condition for 6, i.e., db/dcf, = 0, can then be applied to 
determ ine bg. This procedure am ounts to solving the following generalized
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eigenvalue system:
Tc = 6 Ac. (5.7)
The m atrices T and A are defined by
r w =  /  f  — V Ry i  ■ V f i y t  — Vr j f i  ' +  2 y £ ( £  -  V ) y t dw
J  n L ( i s  m ,
= 2 f y ' h( E  -  H)y,duj ~ ~  J  (5 8 )
v T l TTlj r  t / H
Aw = I y'kyid<rR + I y'kyid<rr . (5.9)
» E b  *Sr
It should be noticed tha t the eigensolutions of (5.7) are not orthogonal over 
the reaction zone volume. Instead they are orthogonal over the reaction zone 
surface, i.e., 'ilp'flpdo =  0, since cq • Ac})- = 0 for 6  ^ ^  bp>. Thus they 
form a complete set which can be connected to asym ptotic M QDT solutions 
at the reaction zone surface.
The num ber of nontrivial solutions to Eq. (5.7) should be deter­
mined on physical grounds. It should equal the num ber of open and weakly- 
closed fragm entation channels in which wavefunctions have non vanishing am ­
plitudes on the reaction zone surface.[54] A complete set of orthonorm al 
surface harmonics fa are thus introduced which are eigenfunctions of the 
Ham iltonian for all particles in the system  except the escaping one. The /?th 
J?-matrix eigenvector is determ ined by projecting fa onto
Z.0 =  / t  4>-*ada /N$, (5.10)
where the norm alization constant is given by ''Nn\2 = £* | /  faVgd(r\2. The R  
m atrix is finally given by the expression:
0
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It is seen th a t this form of the eigenchannel /{-matrix m ethod is first 
of all noniterative.[54] The problem of determ ining logarithmic derivatives 
of the R-m atrix eigenstates at a given energy E  is reduced to solving 
the linear generalized eigensystem (5.7). Second, the fact that no constraint 
needs to be imposed on the variational basis functions y* perm its flexibility in 
different applications. One may choose these functions on physical grounds. 
All short-range coupling of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom is finally 
included in the R m atrix, which can be converted into a reaction m atrix by 
connecting 9& to the long-range close-coupling-type solutions.
5 .3  U n ified  t r e a tm e n t  o f  m o le c u la r  io n iz a tio n  a n d  d is so c ia tio n
We have applied the noniterative eigenchannel R-m atrix m ethod 
outlined in the previous section to describe the coupling of electronic and 
nuclear m otion when both ionization and dissociation processes are present.
5 .3 .1  V a r ia t io n a l  b a s is  fu n c tio n s  We first concentrate on 
how to  determ ine the variational basis functions within the reaction zone r < 
r a, R < Rq. A s we discussed earlier, the noniterative /{-matrix m ethod allows 
considerable flexibility to choose variational basis functions on the basis of 
convenience an d /o r physical grounds.[54] In our problem, we want eventually 
to describe processes in which either an electron can escape into region r >  r a 
(ionization) or else two nuclei can be separated to  large intem uclear distances 
R > Ro (dissociation). We may accordingly choose two types of variational 
basis functions. Basis functions of the first type are required to vanish at 
Ro while they have a variety of values at r a. This basis set can thus be 
used to account efficiently for ionization processes. The second type of basis
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functions, describing dissociation processes, are required to vanish at r 2, but 
have finite values at R q.
Following J ungen’s trea tm en t, [17] the reaction zone is further di­
vided into several sub-regions. The reason for doing this is as follows. In 
the usual MQDT treatm ent of ionization processes, the Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation is adopted throughout the reaction volume, while the large-r 
nonadiabatic effect is fully accounted for by a laboratory-fram e close coupling 
expansion in the outer region. This procedure is well justified since the region 
where the Born-Oppenheim er separation is valid (typically less than 10a.u.) 
coincides roughly with the size of the molecular core. However, a molecule in 
an excited electronic sta te  may occupy a much larger space. For instance, the 
D  (3p?r) state of Ha predissociates through the B'  (3p<r) and C (2prr) states. 
While the C s ta te  is well confined within a  region r < 10a.u., the B'  sta te  
extends beyond r  = 20a.u. It is thus necessary to  consider the breakdown 
of the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation even w ithin the reaction region in 
order to trea t dissociations through those electronic states. This breakdown, 
however, is not severe in some cases, as in Robicheaux's treatm ent of disso­
ciative a ttachm ent in H i.[63]
The Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation is accordingly assumed only 
within the region r < tv Each of the variational basis functions in this region 
can be w ritten as a  Born-Oppenheim er product. In the outer region of the 
reaction zone < r < r j ,  on the other hand, our basis functions should 
be w ritten as a laboratory-fram e m ultichannel expansion in order to account 
for the  breakdown of the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation. Following the 
procedures in previous chapters, we can generate basis functions in this region
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by a rovibrational frame transform ation performed a t r  = tv For simplicity, 
we neglect the energy dependence of short-range param eters like in
our present formulation. This dependence can be included, if im portan t, uy 
following the procedure outlined in C hapter 4.
The first basis set (ionization type) is formed in term s of the com­
plete set of target eigenstates 0*1 v+ {=
J/* + '«+ '(£) = S  ^N + u + t /^  + w+(r )^W+(i+,iV+'«+' — 5tf + tr + ( r )‘Stf+v+,W+'w+']1 
y  + v +
(5.12)
Here again we assume for simplicity th a t only a single outer electron partial 
wave (/) is present outside the core region. A complete set of rovibrational 
functions X * lw+(fl) t*ie target (w ith energy £*!„+ ) are determ ined by 
requiring X * lv+(flo) = 0 (so tha t the y * +'u+< all vanish at R  = Ro). The C  
and S matrices are obtained by a rovibrational frame transform ation at r t , 
as before. For example,
£ W = E W i  < x i l l , . («)>'<» > t r £ . \ .
(5.13)
with J ‘ denoting the (final state) to ta l angular m om entum  of the system. 
These functions (all at the same to tal scattering energy £ )  having various 
finite values at r  =  r j  (but vanishing at .Ro) are primarily used to describe 
ionization of the molecule.
The second portion of the basis set (dissociation type), which will 
be used to  describe predom inantly dissociation processes, can be obtained by 
the following two steps. First a multichannel expansion like Eq. (5.12) can 
be formed in terms of a different complete set of target eigenstates 0*l„+ { =
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V’/ u W x i J l . * (* )♦ !/£ * ’} »* 'n « g y
JV + W +
(5.14)
The vibrational wavefunctions are determ ined by requiring Xjv + u+(-^°) =  ® 
in this case (thus J/jy! '„+ '(£ ) have variety of values at .fto)- The m atrix  el­
em ent CJ , V « r . V  in the above formula has a  similar expression to  tha t 
of CAr+„+ ijv+'v+' except tha t it is evaluated with rovibrational wavefunctions 
Xjvlv+(fl). This set of basis functions (also all at the scattering energy E)  
would normally not vanish on the electronic part of the reaction surface (at 
r = r a). A second step, similar to the M QDT procedure of calculating bound 
energy levels, is followed to  determ ine a discrete set of basis functions at en­
ergies Ej.  This can be accomplished by requiring tha t a linear com bination 
of the above solutions in Eq. (5.14), namely y  =  £at+'v+' D N4.<v+>y^\,v+,, 
should vanish at r  =  r 2, i.e., by requiring
E = 0 .  (5.15)
JV+V
This condition will be satisfied only a t certain energies Ej.  T hus we obtain  
the following basis set of the dissociation type,
y<*(£(i) = + (r )C*v+«+,<i — 5^ + ti+ ,d]* (5.16)
Af + v +
Here
C n  + v+4 — X] r*„+,JV+'„-t-'^Ar+'u+',dt t^-17)
J V + ' „ + '
with being the superposition constant determ ined from y\r=r2 = 0.
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5 . 3 . 2  V a r i a t i o n a l  R -m a t r i x  c a l c u l a t i o n  These two types 
of basis sets {yfc,Jfe =  Af+v+,<f}, having been obtained using a frame transfor­
m ation, are now used as basis functions in a  variational A-m atrix calculation:
*  =  £  (5.18)
JV + u+ d
Note tha t this basis set has been designed to  generate the physically-correct
num ber of eigensolutions to Eq. (5.7), namely the to ta l num ber of open and
weakly-closed ionization and dissociation channels. The T and A matrices
used in Eq. (5.7) can be calculated using our variational basis functions. The
A m atrix  involves integrals along the portions of the reaction surface, r  =  r*
for the ionization part, and R  =  Rq for the  dissociation part. The portion of
the m atrix  in the  ionization basis is simply given by
Ay+„+,v\f + ' # + ' =  )   ^ ,N + t>+ — 9ft+ ,AT+ w+ )
JV+C+
X  + ^ ,J? + e + , W  + ' t ) + '  ~  S / J  + S+ ^ J V  + fl+ ,/V + ' t i + ' ) }  | r = P l  •
(5.19)
The elements coupling ionization channels and dissociation channels vanish 
in A since each basis function vanishes on one surface or the other, i.e.,
A +*+,(( =  Aj jv+u+ = 0. (5.20)
The portion of the A m atrix  in the dissociation basis, on the other hand, 
needs a little  consideration. According to Eq. (5.9), these m atrix  elements 
involve integrations of all electronic coordinates from r  =  0 to r = r j  along 
the reaction surface R  — Ro. Basis functions yd are determ ined in the outer 
region of the reaction zone (r > r j) . However, they will evolve into Born- 
Oppenheimer states in the region r < »v So the integrations can be carried
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out from r  =  0 to r  =  ri using the Born-Oppenheim er basis states and then 
from r  =  ri to r =  r 2 using basis functions having the m ultichannel expansion 
form of Eq. (5.16). These integrations can be evaluated using the following 
identity:
/ * * * -  ! ( * § £  - * , § * )  [ / ( . .  - O .  (5.21)
where ^  and 4>j are two eigensolutions of the same Ham iltonian with different 
eigenvalues and respectively. Since wavefunctions a t r  =  0 (Born- 
Oppenheim er sta tes) vanish, the final result of integration can be determ ined 
through the values of y* at r 3,
S *
,  *Pn *»* 'ld,lPN+ii'T " ,  (5.22)
2 [(£ , -£ < ? > „ .)  -  (£ *  -  i # ' . . - ) ]
where ^jv+.+ .e =  f ^ l ^ C s * v+,d ~ and denotes deriva-
tive of tptf+v+,d with respect to r. According to Eq. (5.15), ^>jv+0+,d vanishes 
at r  -  r 2.
Consider A&p {d ^  d1) first. In this case the energy denom inator 
will not vanish generally, giving
Ajj- = 0 d ?  d!. (5.23)
For d = d', the same argum ent applies to the term s with v + ^  v +t in the
sum m ation. For the v + = v +‘ term s, on the other hand, both denom inator 
and num erator vanish at the same time. We may expand term s with { N  + v +>} 
about {JV + v + } in the sense of a Taylor series, and take the limit v + > —* v +.
This gives rise to term s which are derivatives with respect to energy. After
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some m anipulation, we have
A 7) { R . \ ] i  t  r _  a J V
f (2) &9n I v+ 1/ g. &9N+V+ ,
[0JV + „+> Q g  J W t f  + u + . d /  ^ / j V + t i + i  Q g
• (5-24)
j- j J
In the above formula, [/Jyiu+, — denotes the wronskian of / ^ ! w+ and 
bA*^— The  energy derivative of (/*+ „+ ,ff;v+*»+) at r 2 can be evaluated to a 
good approxim ation in the following way:
/\+ «++1 ~ /c oe:\
3 E  ~  e {2) -  E {1)■c'Af+u++l ^'N + u* - 1
since the rovibrational energy spacing is ra ther small.
The r  m atrix  elements include both volume and surface integrals. 
For those elements involving ionization channels, the volume integrals vanish 
since our ionization basis states are eigenstates of Ham iltonian at to ta l energy 
E ,  to within the accuracy of the frame transform ation. These elements are 
given by
,JV+,ti + ’ ^   ^ i + ,w+u+ 9f}+ o+ iytf+„+ )
tf + e+ 1
(flf  + c+Cfi + fl+,JV+'«|4-' _  ,jv+'«>+')} ii f=f.
(5.26)
1 y-> y-* Xjy + (^o)Xjyl,j+ >(^o)
2 (E  -  E d) -  ( £ $ i+ -  E {2>fi+()#ijv
+ S+ ^ J V + c +  :N + v + — i + * ^ 7 ? + C+,JV+ u + ^
■■ tfjvifl+/-5jv + e + ' |  ■ (5-27)
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For the dissociative part of the T m atrix, volume integrals are in ­
volved. However, following the same spirit of the treatm ent using Eq. (5.21), 
those volume integrals can be reduced to surface integrals. We finally have
r w, = 0 d /  d\ (5.28)
I ' m  =  - ( E - E t )  £  { [ / J i ? ! . . , .•,)’ +
N +
QE
9 n+v+> d E. ♦  - f ^ £ i ] ) C " * - * ( 5 . 2 9 )
It is seen tha t the pure ionization part of the T m atrix exhibits a slight 
asym m etry owing to the assum ption th a t the basis functions are eigenfunc­
tions of the Ham iltonian. Hence a symmetrized m atrix [(IV +U+ tjv+'u+' +  
r ,jv+'u+',Ar+if+ )/2 , for instance] is used in the calculation, which is permissi­
ble since the asym metry in practice is of order 10^3, i.e., relatively small.
In order to obtain the R -m atrix eigenvectors, we need to project our 
J2-matrix eigenstates onto the following surface harmonics
4>r*+v+ =  ¥>A0)(W )x(/J)+u+(fl)* jM +) r  = r a (ionization channels),
+ ^ ) ^ a m (R)  R  = Ro (dissociation channels).
Here we assume one dissociation channel for each A. It is straightforw ard to 
extend the treatm ent to include more channels. The projection coefficients 
on the t — tj surface are given as follows:
° j v + u + , ; v  + 'v *'  =  J  <t>H+v+yN+>v+'<i<rr
— + ‘ ~ + (r 2)^(V + u*,iV’-'u+'j (5.30)
I l l
Projection of a dissociative basis function y^ onto the surface har­
monics on R  — Ro surface has not yet been fully understood. We assume 
at this stage that y* is nearly a Born-Oppenheim er state of A character on 
surface R  = Ro, and use
&\,d = j  <t>\Vdd-VR
=  \ f^ d d y  (5.31)
since A ^ , by definition, can also be evaluated as £ A a\,4 i using the surface
harmonics ^ A in the integration Eq. (5.9). The eigenvectors of the R  m atrix
can finally be formed according to Eq. (5.10)
Z n  + vi-.Q =  a N+ v + + + ,0/ ^ 0 ,  (5.32)
%A,0 ~  a A 4c d,&/Np.  (5.33)
d
5 .3 .3  M Q D T  c a lc u la t io n s  The variational i?-m atrix calcula­
tion [Eq. (5.7)] gives a complete set of eigenstates 'P# which are orthogonal 
over the reaction zone surface, having logarithmic derivatives &a(£):
'p0|r = rJ =  &N + V+Z JV+ir+,0, (5.34)
JV + v +
(5.35)
A
Each linearly-independent eigensolution in the asym ptotic region can be w rit­
ten as
^ !r> r i  = <^ V+«+ (r )If*+v+.0 -  (r )*^V+»*.fl]l (5.36)
AT + tr +
-  E ^ A L f A(fl)/Aji GA(fl)/A.fl], (5.37)
A
where (F a,G a ) are regular and irregular (energy-normalized) nuclear vibra­
tional wavefunctions calculated in the potentials of the dissociative electronic
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states. The I and J  m atrices, which play the  same role as the reaction m atrix , 
can thus be determ ined by m atching the outer region solutions to  the inner 
region R -m atrix eigenstates on the reaction zone surface:
a = [jiv+v+tM + ff/vltt+(r a)M^JV+.,+ 1£t (5.38)
J n  + v  + ,0 =  i/]v + u- ( r j)  +  /Afiv+(r j)^ !2 w  + v+,^i (5.39)
Is.,0 =  [G ^ {R q)/PN + G \ { R o)bff}Z/Li0, (5.40)
=  {F'a (R o)/fiN + F a t i l o ) ^ ] ^ ,  (5-41)
At this stage, the physical boundary conditions in the asym ptotic re­
gions have not been applied. Following the same procedures of C hapter 2, the 
physically-correct wavefunctions can be formed by superposing all indepen­
dent eigensolutions in the asym ptotic region [Eqs. (5.36) and (5.37)] and 
imposing appropriate boundary conditions both at large electronic distance 
(ionization channels) and large internuclear distance (dissociation channels). 
The final “collision eigenchannel” solutions in the asym ptotic regions can be 
w ritten as
'tp =  ^ ] ^ftr+v+Tiv+»,|,,#[/w+v+( ,' ) co® ^  -  J v +ti+(r ) s^  r >  rj
N+v+eP
(5.42)
H  <£a?a,p[^a(J2)cos£„ -  t?A(f l)s in 6 p] R  > Ro, (5.43)
asp
where 6P and T  are eigenvalues and eigenvector m atrix of the full scattering 
m atrix including bo th  ionization and dissociation channels. P  refers to the 
open channels.
Positions and widths of predissociation and preionization levels are 
determ ined from the eigenphase sum £JUm = (1 /^ )  Up £p which shows a Breit- 
W igner profile near the resonance levels.
1X3
The photoionization oscillator strength  (from the ground electronic 
sta te  of Ha to a final sta te  with Hj" left in the rovibrational sta te  {N +v ^}) 
is given in atom ic units by
2 /» /_
1 M'
4f_
d E = (5.44)W + U+ IJ" + I r
where is the electric dipole moment which is defined by
= <  I' ' ' l * "  > . (5-45)
and denotes the ground electronic s ta te  of / f j  in a rovibrational sta te
{J"  = 0; v"}, and '£^+tI+ denotes the final sta te  of the system (obeying the in­
coming wave boundary condition[22,16] — leading to  an outgoing p-wave pho­
toelectron plus an Hj core in its rovibrational sta te  { J 1 = 1; JV+ = 0,2; t>+}. 
If J "  ^  0, then one needs to  sum over the final sta te  J '  and M ’ in Eq. (5.44).
In order to  evaluate the dipole transition m atrix elem ent, we follow 
the same procedures as Ref. [16]. PhotoabBorption from the ground sta te  
takes place initially in a  small region of space where the Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation is valid. We can reexpand the final wavefunctions 
in term s of the Born-Oppenheim er wavefunctions which are more relevant 
at short-range, as follows. The dipole transition m atrix  elem ent can first 
be w ritten in term s of a  “collision eigenchannel” dipole m atrix element Dfi. 
Then Dp is decomposed in term s of R -m atrix eigenstates The R -m atrix 
eigenstates are each a sum of the variational basis functions which finally can 
be expressed at r  < rj in term s of Born-Oppenheim er states. This procedure 
can be explicitly w ritten as follows:
0 * ' " :  =  £ « P  (5.46)
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and
D„ = <  * p|t ■ fj'Po >
= ,E A , p < <t0\i f'l* o >
0
=  H  cJ9+o+,/J < yj9 + »+\t *r1 ^ o  > + H c j id < yd\k - f | ^ 0 > V
0 Vj?+fi+ ** 7
(5.47)
Both ys+v+ an(i  Vd are superpositions of Born-Oppenheim er states, 
i.e., a  m ixture of states with different A’s. The ground sta te  of Hj can be w rit­
ten as a Born-Oppenheim er product in the  same way. Electronic transitions 
are much faster processes than  those of nuclei. The Franck-Condon princi­
ple can be applied when evaluating the dipole moment ( -W) electronic 
transitions a t fixed nuclear positions. We have the following results:
< l/*+0+|e-r1*o > = YLUS + \  < x£U(*)l«M*)lx./".»(*) > Uj»k
A
x (J 'A f" |J "A /'',  10), (5.48)
where XJ"v"{R) ** the vibrational wavefunction of Ha, A is the rotational 
frame transform ation factor which transform s the angular coupling scheme 
relevant in the body-frame (H und’s case b) to  th a t relevant in the  laboratory- 
frame (H und’s case d), as before. The product of the Clebsch-Gordan coef­
ficient 10) and the transform ation coefficient arise from
the integrations over the nuclear angular coordinates with Uj»K given by the 
same expression as the rotational frame transform ation factor (w ith I =  1 
now representing the m ultipolarity of the dipole operator). W hen averaging 
over the initial magnetic sublevels, we obtain
—  ------V |( J 'A / 'V " M " ,1 0 ) |J = (5.49)
2 J " + l £ r , 11 ' 3 ( 2 / " + 1 )  1 '
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W riting D ,  = J"M ", lOJD,, we have
A> =  £  <*♦•*,* E 1# *  a < x S ). + («)iJA(fl)!xj»---(«) > VfuA
+ 0 + A
+ I > ji Z  ^ * . * . - E ^ A < x S I ’ .( f l ) :< 'A ( K ) !^ » v » ( f l) > ^ » }
4 9^ + fl+ A
(5.50)
We finally obtain the following expression of the photoionization oscillator 
strength:
d E
2hu 2J '  + 1 3
T~ 97^~TT 51 exP (*^)^Vr+„+ ,P ■ (5.51)jv+„+ j  zy"  + i ! —
To describe photoabsorption processes, we need to  know dA(fi) in 
addition to  /j.a(/?)• All the fundam ental information about the photoabsorp­
tion process ultim ately is expressed in term s of these two quantities. Like 
(R),  d \ ( R )  can be obtained either from an ab initio calculation, or else by 
fitting to experim ental data.
5 .3 .4  D isc u ss io n  We have form ulated this non-iterative R- 
m atrix  treatm ent in the same spirit as Jungen’s m ethod .[17] The advantage of 
our treatm ent is th a t the iteration procedure is bypassed. This should make 
num erical calculations faster, although the derivation itself seems more com­
plicated. However, because our variational basis functions for ionizations are 
energy dependent (they are all a t the to ta l scattering energy E ), the T m atrix 
for the generalized eigenvalue problem problem Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) must 
be calculated at each scattering energy (since the Coulomb functions need 
to  be calculated a t each energy). This may become tim e-consuming in some 
applications. This problem may be simplified if an energy-independent basis
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functions are used. In his treatm ent of Ha vibrational excitations and disso­
ciative attachm ent by electron collision, Robicheaux form ulated an R -m atrix 
m ethod using a modified Greene-Jungen m ethod. He was able to identify 
a set of energy-independent variational basis to simplify the calculation.[63] 
The disadvantage of his treatm ent, however, is th a t the Born-Oppenheim er 
approxim ation is assumed throughout the  reaction region. This assum p­
tion breaks down in some applications, such as Ha predissociation, as we 
mentioned earlier. The basis set adopted by Robicheaux is also apparently  
susceptible to linear dependence difficulties.
Like Jungen’s and Robicheaux’s treatm ents, the dissociation pro­
cess at large R  is assumed here to  be along well-defined Born-Oppenheim er 
states, i.e., we assume tha t all non-Born-Oppenheim er effects causing the 
dissociation process are confined to  within a  small R  region. This is certainly 
a good approxim ation for a dissociation which proceeds relatively slowly. If 
the nuclear recoil velocity is large, non-Born-Oppenheim er effects could arise 
at large R, of the type familiar in the context of electron translation factors.
As we sta ted , this form ulation is a  first step to understand the short- 
range coupling of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. There are still 
many things we do not understand. For instance, we have not yet fully un ­
derstood the relation between our dissociative basis functions in the reaction 
zone and the Born-Oppenheim er dissociative electronic states a t large R. 
This causes some difficulties and ambiguity in how to m atch the two solu­
tions on the  reaction zone surface R  =  Rq, as we m entioned in Sec. 5.3.2. 
Further study will be required to fully understand the physics involved in 
these processes.
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5.4 T est  ca lcu lation s
In order to  see how well this m ethod can be applied to  describe the 
processes of ionization and dissociation, we have carried out the following 
two test calculations: (1) predissociation of the D  (3prr) J"  = 2 ,v  — 3 level 
of H3, which is below the ionization threshold and slightly above the disso­
ciation limit H (ls)+ H (2f); and (2) ionization spectra  between the N + =  0 
and JV+ = 2 of Hj (J* = 1) thresholds. We then compare our results with 
other theoretical calculations. In these test calculations, we use for simplicity 
an infinite nuclear mass in calculating the electron reduced mass, which is 
needed in finding the effective quantum  num ber in the asym ptotic region. 
This appears to have little effect on the final results.
5.4 .1  P re d is s o c ia t io n  o f  Ha in  th e  D  s t a te  All energy levels 
above v =  2 in the  D  (3p7rl n ^ )  sta te  of Hj lie above the n  =  2 dissociation 
limit. It has been known for some time that predissociation of these levels is 
induced by a transition into the B ' (3pffl E „) vibrational continuum , caused 
by rotational (Coriolis) interaction. The interaction of the D  sta te  with 
C  (2p7rl II+) and B  (2p*r1E+) states is much weaker by orders of m agnitude. 
The reason is th a t all coupling occurs at short internuclear distances, since 
in the united atom  lim it, the D  and B'  states approach the same electronic 
configuration He(3p). In o ther words, the D  and B* potential curves are so 
close to  each o ther a t short internuclear distance th a t they can in teract very 
effectively.[66] On the other hand, the C  and B  states are so far apart tha t 
their interaction with the D  sta te  is weak. The coupling to  the 2pir sta te  
is about two orders of m agnitude weaker than  the coupling to  3p<r while
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the coupling to  2p<r is even weaker and is thus neglected entirely in this 
calculation.
In order to describe the dissociation process correctly, we choose two 
dissociative basis functions characterizing these two dissociative states; each 
corresponds to one symmetry. In Fig. 24, we show the probability am plitude 
(averaged over angles) of the two dissociation-type basis functions (which 
are determ ined at energies E\ =  119951.1cm-1 and E j =  119515.5cm-1) 
used in this calculation. It is seen by inspection th a t yi is basically a 3p<r 
electronic sta te  in the “box” vibrational level v = 6 (one node in r and six 
nodes in R  within R  < Rq), while y3 is the 2pir electronic sta te  in the “box” 
vibrational level v = 10 (no nodes in r and ten nodes in R).  In Fig. 25, 
we show the corresponding contour plots of these two dissociation-type basis 
functions. These plots show also th a t the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation 
is quite reasonable for these sta tes, as a first approxim ation.
It is also seen th a t the C  s ta te  is well confined to within about 
lOa.u. in the electronic coordinate r , while the B'  s ta te  extends to about 
20a.u. in r. It is crucial to have the A-m atrix box large enough to  hold the 
3p<r state  in r  since it is this sta te  tha t strongly couples to the 3jrr state. On 
the other hand, the R -m atrix box should also be large enough in R  to include 
the Born-Oppenheim er D  ( J "  = 2,v  — 3) level. Our R-m atrix box is chosen 
to  have the dimensions r a = 25a.u., R q = 4a.u. Fifteen H3 vibrational 
wavefunctions for each N + (=  1,3) are included in the calculation in addition 
to the two dissociative basis functions disscussed above. In order to describe 
a  dissociative basis function like y3 in Fig. 24 (v — 10 sta te), we need at least 
10— 15 vibrational levels of the target.
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Figure 25. Contour plots of the corresponding dissociation-type basis func­
tions in Fig. 24
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Figure 26. Eigenphase sum and its derivative with respect to energy are 
shown for the D  (3pm, J '  = 2,v  =  3) level of H2.
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Figure 26 shows the eigenphase sum  and its derivative with respect 
to  energy as functions of energy near the position of D ( J  = 2 ,v  =  3). In 
this range of energy, all ionization channels are closed. The resulting Breit- 
W igner-type profile arises alm ost totally from the predissociation to the 3p<x 
continuum  state. It is seen from the reaction m atrix tha t the coupling to 
the 2pTr s ta te  is weaker by two orders of m agnitude. The position E a i = 
119319.0cm -1 and the width r „ /  = 14.9cm -1 of the level are reproduced in 
good agreem ent with the experim ent E exp — 119318.3 cm -1, r eip = 14.5 ± 
0 .5 cm -1(61j and previous theoretical calculations.[14]
5.4 .2  P h o to io n iza t io n  sp ec tra  above  d is soc ia t io n  lim it The
second test calculation has treated  photoionization spectra of para-hydrogen.
At low tem perature, para-hydrogen is populated only in the J " = 0 state. 
Photoabsorption brings the system to the J '  = 1 sta te . Since the photoelec­
tron is mainly in a p state, the rotational quantum  num bers for the rem aining 
can only have the values jV+ =  1,3, by angular m om entum  conservation. 
Following Ref. [16], we approxim ate the body-frame dipole operator 
J a ( ^ )  by the R-independent constant,
dz = dn = d0 = 1.86a.u., (5.52)
since at small-/2 dr(-R) and dn(R)  approach the same united atom  lim iting 
values. Using the above approxim ation, Eq. (5.50) becomes
Dp = d0Vp, (5.53)
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where
^ 1 ^   ^Cj»c+ q <  '> "f" ^  ~ c d.8&J"6+ .d <~- Xj"fi+IXJ"u"
0  a + de+
(5.54)
The to ta l photoionization oscillator strength is given by a sum over the open 
ionization channels,
2 hv  2 J 1 +  1
dE N  + v+ P *>
(5.55)
Similarly, the to ta l photodissociation oscillator strength is given by 
7 r \  =  (5.56)
uXS ‘d t u  O t J  A A P
and the to ta l photoabsorption oscillator strength is the sum of the above two 
expressions.
We have calculated photoionization spectra  between the N+ — 0 and 
iV+ = 2 thresholds. Fig. 27 compares our photoionization oscillator strength  
calculation with th a t of J ungen and Dili, showing reasonably good agreem ent. 
The la tte r  is a pure photoionization calculation, neglecting the dissociation 
channels altogether. In Fig. 28, we show our calculated dissociation spectra, 
for which there are no other experim ental or theoretical results tha t can be 
compared. Note th a t photoionization dom inates almost totally. All the fine 
structures are higher rovibrational states belonging to Rydberg electronic 
states. The Rydberg series converging to the v + = 0, N + = 2 threshold 
couples to  the continuum  of the Rydberg series converging to lower threshold 
=  0, N + = 0 ,  giving rise to very rapid energy transfer from rovibrational 
degrees of freedom to  electronic ones, at least on the tim e scale of the Rydberg 
electron motion.
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Figure 27. Photoionization spectra of Hj. Left: Results of J ungen and 
Dill[16], (a) photoionization ionization spectra including rovibrational au­
toionization and (b) direct ionization spectra; Right: Results of present cal­
culation, ionization spectra (solid line) and total photoabsorption spectra 
(dotted line).
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Figure 28: Photodissociation spectra of Hj.
It will be more interesting to calculate photoabsorption spectra in 
regions where dissociation and ionization com pete with each other more com ­
parably. This will give a crucial test of our m ethod. Further calculations will 
be needed to ascertain the accuracy of this treatm ent in such spectral regions.
C H A P T E R  6
C O N C L U S IO N S
We have dem onstrated in this dissertation how the m ultichannel 
quantum  defect theory, combined with a  frame transform ation, can be used 
to  describe three im portan t non-adiabatic effects in electron scattering from 
a hom onuclear diatom ic molecule, i.e., the effects arising from large electron 
molecule distances, from resonances, and those responsible for dissociation 
processes. Com plicated coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of 
freedom has been shown to be mainly confined within a small region of space 
around the molecular target. Unlike the usual “adiabatic nuclei approxi­
m ation” , the Born-Oppenheim er approxim ation is assumed only within this 
region. MQDT enables us to  single out a few scattering param eters, like the 
body-fram e quantum  defect function, ^ ( ^ 1^)1 instance, to characterize 
this short-range interaction. W ith the help of a  frame transform ation, this 
function governs the evolution of the wavefunction of the whole system into 
asym ptotic regions where experim ental observables can be extracted.
For non-resonant scattering, the electron is able to cross the molec­
ular target in a period of tim e much shorter than  a nuclear rotational or 
vibrational periods. The target can thus be assumed to be frozen during scat­
tering. An energy-independent frame transform ation is shown to be (usually) 
accurate enough to describe the rovibrational coupling resulting from the A 
and R  dependences of the quantum  defect function (like in our calculations
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of Hg vibrational energy levels, and of the com peting ionization and disso­
ciation processes in Ha). However, when the collision time of the outerm ost 
electron becomes comparable to  the tim e for nuclear rovibrations, an energy- 
dependent frame transform ation should be used to account for the “dynam ic” 
coupling of the electron to the  target when the electron is close to the core. 
We have shown th a t the energy dependence of the quantum  defect function 
is primarily responsible for this non-adiabatic effect. Our energy-dependent 
rovibrational frame transform ation m ethod, without invoking any elect ron- 
molecule com pound states, is able to describe th is class of non-adiabatic 
effects resulting from non-negligible time delay of the scattering electron in 
rovibrational excitation processes. This was illustrated by our calculations of 
the vibrational excitation of Ha and Na by electron collision.
As we mentioned in chapter 5, a dissociative process is the most 
basic, prototype reactive process in a molecular system. The resulting com­
petition between ionization and dissociation processes is of fundam ental the­
oretical and experim ental in terest. U nderstanding how short-range electronic 
and nuclear coupling m ediate the decay of the system into such different es­
cape channels is a very general problem which needs to  be be tter understood 
for other few-body system. This is the  goal of our future work.
We have concentrated on the study of rovibrational couplings in this 
work. Processes involving electronic couplings have not yet been sufficiently 
well understood in our energy-dependent frame transform ation m ethod (chap­
ter 4) nor in our preliminary treatm ent of ionization and dissociation (chapter 
5). W ithout treating the energy dependence of the quantum  defect, the elec­
tronic coupling has been studied, within the content of MQDT, by Raseev,[56]
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Ross and Jungen,[57] Giusti-Suzor and Lefebvre-Brion,[67l, and Giusti-Suzor 
and Jungen.[19] In G iusti-Suzor’s trea tm en t, the rovibrational frame tran s­
form ation described in chapter 2 is still used to describe the rovibrational 
coupling. In addition to the quantum  defect function, a second body-frame 
interaction param eter is needed to account for the electronic coupling between 
electronic states in a perturbative way. This treatm ent has been successfully 
applied to  describe dissociative recom bination processes for several molecules 
(Ha, O j , and NO, etc)[19,20,67] where electronic coupling is weak. We will 
continue to  study this class of couplings in the future in order to  fully under­
stand the short-range coupling between electronic and nuclear motion, and 
eventually to treat those processes as well.
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